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Vans for Athletic Dept. 
By }')e Silvi 
Last Monday afternoon in a 10-
0-3 vote the Athletic Fee Com-
mittee approved the purchase of 
two IS-passenger vans. What was 
promised last years when the 
Athletic fee went up to $20.00 a 
semester hecame a ; reality 
at the meeting and -hopefully by 
May it will become a full reality. 
Two 1976 and Dodge vans will be 
purchased in Brockton. . There 
was adis'cussion prior to voting 
whether or not the vans should be 
leased or purchased 
A couple of advantagis of leasing 
were that it provides for the 
cons.umer an exact cost, (with an 
outrIght purchase there is an 
estimate, along with some 
negotiations, depending upon the 
amount of accessories contained 
i~ the van) and also leasing would 
give the opportunity to tryout the 
vans and see if the decision to 
attain two 15-passenger vans 
(emphasing the 15) ".is a correct 
one. It was pointed out however 
by Prof. Lehman that it would be 
better to purchase-.ijle vehicles 
because it ~{Vould \ost just as 
much as and most likely less' 
than leasing them. Over a two -
year lease period it would cost 
$7,704 Per.van <$321 ~t a 24 month 
rate), while the cost of a van will 
hover around $7,200 with in-
surance, overhead racks and 
stren~hened sus- pension in-
creasmg that figure. 
" The discussion was then turned 
over to the question of the size of 
the vans. The only sizes avaHable 
were two 12 passengers, a 12 and 
a 15 passenger. or two 15 
passengers. There was also the 
possibity of an 18 passenger 
limosine to accommodate larger 
te!lms. Dr. Comeau brought 
With here to the meeting a list of 
teams and the numbe of people 
each team usually carries on 
road games. I t was found that it 
would be advantageous to 
purchases. two fifteen passenger 
vans because some teams (e.g. 
men's and women's basketball) 
are just overthe 12 player limit. 
One 12 and one 15 would not be 
sufficient in the event the men's 
basketball (I5 people) and 
women's basketball (13 people> 
had away games the same night. 
The 18 passenger vans or its 
equivalence; seconded 
The 18 passenger limousine 
theory was just too costly. (ap-
prox. $8000 each). 
F.inally Dean Deep made the 
motion for the purchase of two 15 
pas~enger vans or its 
eqU1va,le~ce; seconded by 
~reS1dent Tic Mansur and 
passmg 10 for with 3 abSi.:~ntions 
A sub--commiftee" was "then 
formed for several reasons. One 
wou~~ be the scheduling of 
SpeCifIC dates. for specific teams 
on the use of the bus; another 
re~son is to look into insurance 
prIces and finally the sub-
com;nittee. will be screening 
pOSSIble drIvers. Drivers will 
have t? be at least 19 years of age 
and WIth a Class 2 license. 
Later in the meeting there was 
a discussion on the tennis team's 
request for additional monies, At 
a previous meeting Prof. 
Krasinski made the motion to 
. increase the tennis team's 
budget, "$560., This motion was 
tabled to Monday's meeting 
whereupon more information on 
the tennis team's need for the 
additional funds were discussed. 
. (continued to pac;;~ :1) 
The Ra~'s new manager, Herb Ross, stands watch 
at the Kawa" Brother·s Winter Ba111as~ friday night. 
New Rat Manager 
By Ann Hackenson 
With the leaving of Mr. Arti 
Silva, a vacancy was in need of " 
filling by way of a new manager 
for- the Rathskellar. The man 
elected for this largely respon-
studerits in introducing them-
selves and welco~ing him to BSC. 
He also commented that the Rat 
was. the most Pfo£mmimmllv-w>. 
operations that he had seen, the 
ALP Revisited 
sible job was Mr. Herb Ross. Mr. 
Ross presently holds the same 
hours as did Artl, Monday -
Friday from 3: 30 until closing. 
atmosphere was good and" the 
permanency of the Rat itself, too, 
that is, one"and only one use for 
it. 
. By E. Susan Sheailan 
With the beginning of this 
semester BSC students and 
faculty saw not only the start of 
new courses and different faces, 
but also the start of a new 
Alternative Living Program. Co-' 
ed living , as it is referred to by 
some, was initiated on both fifth 
floors fo Great Hill Womem's 
Residence and Durgin HalLThere 
are 120 male and female students 
involved in the program which is 
in it's experimental stage for the 
remainder of this semester. 
Whether the program will con-
tinue and. possibly enlarge 
depends mainly on it's success 
this semester 
Walking through these halls 
and talking with the residents 
there is a notable difference as 
compared with other floors in this 
and other dormatories. The first 
and most important change is in 
the at,r.nospheie. Right .. awaithe 
happiness and friendliness in the 
air surrounds you. There is a 
home-like feeling on the floor that 
makes you wonder what could 
cause this difference. It. could be 
their so called Open-Door Policy, 
where during the afternoons and 
evenings an the doors are left 
open a"nd all students freely visit 
others on the floor or just shout a 
quick hello as they ".alk by. 
"It's not an enforced rule", says 
one resident, "it's just 
something that is understood 
among us all." "We're like a big 
family up here" commented 
, another student, "we're all very 
close and everyone looks out for 
one another." One girl discussed 
the fact that where she lived 
before she knew only those few 
girls in her hall but in the new 
program she already· ]mows 
every person on the entire floor, 
~hi~h she thought was great. 
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He has, previous to this ap-
pointment, worked two years on a 
graduate internship at Central 
Anyone visiting either of these Connecticutt State College. This 
fifth floors will notice right away internshrp-was of the type 
the congeniality. People pop out c(lflcerned with student union 
of rooms, always with a cheerful management, whereas the in-
hello and a kind word. dividual semesters were con-
As some expected, the centratedl on the diffe~nt 
segregated bathrooms are not ··aspects under which a union is 
kept a.s such. Truth- fully though, . run. Although he is searching 
what IS the difference as long as for a place of permanent 
you shut the door'? Hasn't anyone residency in or near 
ever seen a brother or sister of Bridgewater, Mr. Ross, at the 
theirs wash his' or her face and time of this interview is com-
brush his or her teeth? It's safe to muting from Vernon, Ct. He was initially impressed by 
___ <_c_o_nt_in_u_e_d....,.t..,...o_p_a_g_e_8..:..) ___ the outward aDDroach from the 
OVER THE WEE'KENO 
Naturally, Mr .. Ross is'· in the 
process of adjusting to his new 
environmentandjob. He feels the 
administration, as well as the 
students, are sincere' in their 
efforts to make him feel 
welcome' and in helping him 
adjust Again, he feels the set - up 
of the Ra t is good, but of course . 
ther is always room for im-
proveme!ft, to make a good thing 
even better .. 
Welcome to Bridgewater, Mr. 
Ross, and the best of luck and 
.good wishes for a successful and 
profitable stay! See you in the 
Rat! 
Bse Hosts pse 
By StleLawso!1 
I Bridgewater State College was With the election of state 
host to the Public Sudent Coalition representatives coming up in 
. Conference this past weekend,. November, one of the major ef-
January 23, 24, and 25. Students forts of the conferen~edealt with 
from twelve different public in- the problem of getting students 
stitutes of higher learning in. registered to vote. Says 
Massachusetts together with Bridgewater's SG'l\. President representative~ from the Ray Raposa, "All of the colleges 
Brockton and Cambridge Ten- that were present now havef 
nent's Assiciations met .... to information and are well aware of 
discuss such issues as, voter how to go about setting up voter 
. registration and various pieces of resistration centers on their own 
_llegislation now in the works individual campuses," " 
which will be effecting public The PSC"has come a long way 
higher education in this state from a shakey start late last 
within the near future. semester, and mem bership 
The PSC, was the dr.iving force totals, nineteen outschools out of a 
bel!ind the october Tally onn the . total of 35 within the M.H.E. 
Boston -common at which ap- network. Originally the 
proximately 1500 students banded coalition's membership included togeth~r in protest to the budget- both private and public shcools, 
. cutbacks in education for fiscal however early in the game 
year 1976, conflicting interests began to 
develop on both sides and when 
a final constitution was drawn up 
in September the organisation 
consisfect of representatives 
from the state colleges, com-
munity colleges and .. the 
university system only. Says 
Raposa, 
"The organisation was too young, 
and was having enough problems 
being able to develop and support 
a commin view in relation to 
public education." When asked 
whether the PSC would. ever 
again open its doors to private 
schools 'Ray said. "Yes, at a 
much later (late, but I do not see 
it happening within the 'near 
future!' 
The PSC members present at 
last weekend;s conference 
(contlnuoed to page 2) 
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EDITDBIILS 
Hello, G:ood-bye 
While reading this issue of the COMMENT, please take a look at our 
new publication' policy, located at the 'bottom of this page. This policy 
states our dates of publication, as well as procedures and deadlines for 
submitting~articles and advertisements. This semester the paper will 
print ten issues, the dates of which are; January 22, 29; February 5, 12, 26; 
March 4' Aprill, 8, 15; and the commemorative issue,. May '6. 
Also ~ote the new additions to our growing staff and Editorial Board. 
New to the Board this semester are; Marie Duggan, Business Manager; 
Mike Iacovo and KathyBennett" Advertising Managers i Maura Curley 
Bostctorf and Bill Swift who are replacing Errol Conant as Cutural Arts. . 
Editor. Lind a Maloney; our out-going Business Manager of almost two 
years has graduated, and Katie Mason, former Advertising Manager is 
.. concentrating work in her major field this semester. 
. . To all the new members of the::;taff I say welcome, to all old members, 
greetings for a sucessful.semester, and to all out-going members, good-
bye, good luck, and thank you. 
SJL 
Wher(3 were Y.,0U 
. when the vote was: cast? 
. . . 
Paying fees, while attending school, like paying taxes when shopping 
are inevitable. Added expenses to an already inflated bill, they are 
conStant sources of debate between the students who are caught in a 
fiscal s!lueeze ~ml th!'. ~chool which more more often than not, these 
days, finds itselfin the same situation. 
as.c. 5tUd~ 1 es peciall~ <.omm!lfe~ cl.idru'+ ~ i&r ihe. 
de.cisionJ mode. ~ ~ ~et5ON io· hold G1a~5· oN 
-that terrible. Sr\low~torh\ -th&t strUCt1 U~ ihe. finrt dd~ baek .. -
There are five semester fees which are' required of all day students 
.: here at Bridgewater, and about eight other assortedJ~W~ch on~ ttlust - . 
owe up to at one time of anotherduringhis/her four 'yelirs 'at the college. 
Probably the most controversial of all these "sur;;charges" to the . 
_y~~pa~~~nt is the Athletic F~. Last y-ear • as most of us well know ; . . 
thef~washiked ~$li~, in an e~ort,to pro~de the, .... . .. o. ·PSC frO·m. 'pg. 1 
Athletic department WIth momes enough to expancf the mtramural . . 
sports programs as well as better equip various varsity sports. Though 
recieved with much hostility on the part of the student body,this increase proposed a restructuring of the 
was not, as was the tuition increase and tlte dorm hike will be, thrust upon 'governmg element of the cOalition 
us without a consideration as to how we felt aboutit. On the contrary, the by -elimination' -of the present 
,. hike was the subject of a hot debate in the SGA chambers, an open forum executive board and replacing it 
. in the lobby of the Student Union and coverage of one full page was given with a co-ordinating .committee to 
to the pros and cons of the increase in the April 25, 1975 issue of be 'made up of representatives 
,'issue of the COMMENT. A vote was tak-en.ApriI .. --.- from five separate regions off 
·'-30,1975 and the results were 785 for and 640 againsi. This was a victory· the ~tat.e. These regions would 
. margin of only 175 votesl Roughly only one-third of the t9tal student CO~Slst of; western Mass., the 
populace turned out to vote at the polls. As a result, we now pay $40.00 a middle part of the st~te, the 
year for Athletics, . g~neral Bloston area, Jhe 
It is true, that bypaylng the fee, each student is entitled to f'lil1us of the liOt'i'btheatstern t" and f !~e 
facilities here atthe college, but for someone who by choic~ or because SOtUt eaEs ernh se~ Ions" Old e f h . Ih d' . tt k' d ta fth· ff . f s a e. ac region wou con-o a p yS1C~ an lcap IS ~o a mg a van ge 0 eo er, paymg any ee tain community colleges, state 
seems ludicrous ~vernun~ ~n added $13.00 . colleges, and a. university. . 
Yet, beca-qse of the election, regardless what false representation of When asked where the main 
student feelings is may have held, the reccomendation was made to the thrust of the PSC will inevitably 
President by the SGA, who in turn reccommenGed to'the Board of lie Ra'" said "It can be very 
c T~stees, that the Athletic fee here at Bridgewater should indeed be suppor\ive ~Olt only straight, 
raised $13.00. lobbying power. but as other 
For thoses of you who voted in favor of the increase, all I can say is means of communication to the 
congratulations; But to those of YQU who were not in favor of the increase, State House. We have made our 
and who did not bother tq vote, all I can say is; Where were you when the connections and s ta ted our 
t t? purpose. A group of PSC students 
vo e was cas. And where will you be the next tim~? met recently with Senator Kelley 
SJL (chairperson of the Senate Ways. 
and Means Committee) and 
-:-:--------________________ discussed for two and a half ours 
lattars 
Dear Mr. LeMieux: 
As I am enclOSing the check 
you requested, you will perceive 
,that my failure to do so earlier 
was not a result of parsimony or 
privation, but rather t as a matter 
of prinCiple and pr~sumption. I: 
> was under the false illusion that I 
would be able to graduate on the 
basis of my academic 
achievement rather thatn if I 
patronised the athleti9 ·depari-., 
ment. Since I recieved no 
"esponse from you to my 
correspondence of August until 
this past December, . Iassumed 
tlmt you were in accordance with 
my view that students unable to 
'I vail themselves of the athletic 
facilities werer being unjustly 
tnxed by the athletic fee. 
In 1973 when I first questioned 
the purpose fo the fee, I WAS 
TOLD THAT MOST STUDENTS 
PLACED IN lOBS THE 
PREVIOUS YEAR WERE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
MAJORS. On this basis, should a 
,change occur and most jobs 
become filled by students from 
the English or math departments, 
then an English or math fee 
. should be imposed on all 
students. Or, should most jobs 
be given to commuting students 
then it should follo~:'{'~#l~~i~" ,.' 
students should b~: ,8$sf:ssed;::;il . 
commuter's}ee, whether or~not 
they exe~eise\ the· iptioxl" . fer' 
commute.,~·PeFNtpsit wouldtle';:: 
'Qestifthesystent,l~revised to W:'· 
as ,'equeitable.i.·~:l",the scienc~ ,,: 
,.depp,rtment. whlcij:' charges.;s:.'t 
"laboratory fee fwhEm sti.1d~t1tS"·­
elect to, 'lise th~~')abaratorY .r· ,.'. 
I hope that now,: I may receive 
more candid a~wers • to my , 
questions whci follow: " 
What is the purpose of the fee? 
How are the funds used? May I as 
an indivdual, use all the athletic· 
facilities at the college.! 
May I, for example, enroll in 
the football program as freely as I 
may enroll in art or science 
courses; and may Iremain in that 
program for a semester while I 
establish if I have a propensity 
for that sport as I might i~ art of 
science courses? 
Because my inquiries of 
students last semester failed to 
Letters contini led on pg, 3. 
such issues as; collective. 
bargaining, fund raising and re-. 
organisation. Students should 
have a say in policy Cud decision' 
making in higher e(..~ca tion." 
The Public Student Coalition 
exists to make that '~HOULD" IN. 
THE .ABOVE STATEMENT 
BECOME A REALITY. The 
conference here at Bridgewater 
according < to, Ray was "very 
productive for· the coalition. It. 
brought the camupses . together 
·from different parts of, the state, 
and· helped -towards, forming a 
b~oader ground base." 
.................... ~ .. 
Memorial Mll;SS 
Memorial for Bob McNamara 
there will be a litergy celebrated 
in memoty of Bob McNamare at 
the the Catholic Center. Bob's 
family well be present and all 
members of the BSC community 
are invited tto attend and par-
ticipate, 
t---~~--~----~----~~----~-~~· 
':. .. ttbt~ommtnt· tlrt'tnt_· : 
I' . I 
: GEORGE RIZER> : 
• . I 
I Staff photogr~pher from I 
:' the Boston Globe ; 
;. to talk on .: 
. ~PHOTO JOURNALISM : I . . . . I 
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letters from pg,2. 
find one who is in favor of the 
athletic tarriff, I am curious to 
see last spring's athletic fee 
voting results. Can you direct me 
to who ever compiled the results 
~nd also advise me where I may 
fmd the names fo those officiating 
at the polls. 
. Thank yo~ for your assistance. 
I look forward to you reply and 
am, 
Sincerely, 
Francisca Johnson Searito 
Box 129 
West Falmouth, MA 
to the st.udents 
of the college 
About 200 years ago a Citizen' 
said "These. are the times that try 
inen1s souls." The soul, o{ man 
, has always ,been in turmoil over 
social and 'political issues which 
ministration may have good 
motives for the move, I per-
sonally must oppose it. Having 
the computer room at Boyden 
Hall will cause a great deal of 
inconvenience to all using it. It 
will be impossible for students to , 
make full use of the computer 
facilities when they are placed as , 
far away from the students using 
them. Most students using the 
computer are science and math 
majors, Most of these students 
spend most of their class time in 
the Science Building. It seems 
logical that the computer room 
would be kept close to the 
stUdents. Moving the computer 
room to Boyden will also cause 
troubles for those people who are 
just learning computer 
programing. If they, or anyone 
else, needs a professor's help he 
will have to walk to theMath dept. 
.in the Science Building to get it. 
With the computer room at 
Boyden it will be impossible for 
most students to use it for quick 
. programs betWeen class or during 
a short free period. I can see 
where very little will be gained by 
this move) and it will be very 
expensive, The expen:se and in-
convenience t,o the people uing the 
computer far outweigh any gains 
the ~dministration is hoping for. 
.,The Comment " ,~ 
GUIDE, TO MONEY", 
·FOB DIGDE'B EDUC;'ATION 
Guid~ to m9re than 250,000 Scholarships and ' . 
Financial Aid Source' - items valued at" over' 
$500. million dollars. 
" 
Contains the most. up-to-date information 00: 
Scholarships, grants, aids, fellowships, loans, work-study programs,' 
cooperative eoucatiQn . programs, and sumnier job. opportunities; for'·, 
study. at colleges, vocational and technical schools, paraprofessional :' 
.' training, comwunity or twO--:year colleges,· graduate schools, and~post-' 
graduate study Of research; funded on~ational, regional,. and. local 
,levels by the federal governri;lent, states,cities, foundatiQUs,corpora-
lions, trade unions, professional' aSSQCiations, fraternal organiiations, . 
,and minority organizations. Money-is available forboth'average.as'weU. 
as excellent students, both with and without need. ' , , , , 
BENNETT PUBLlSBING CO. ' , 
Dept.lf4, 102 Chades Skeet, Boston, MaSs. 02114. .,' 
Please' .rusn me __ copies of, GUIDE TO MONEY' FOR HIGHER El?OCA~ , 
TION at $5.95 plus 50c for postage and h~ndling for each copy." ,', ' 
I am enclosing $ , (check or money order). . 
'~ame ----~------------~------------------~----------~~~~ 
AdddreM ____ ~ ________ ~ __ --__ ----__ --------------~~~------~ 
AfPEAR UNSOLVABLE. S. Worthington State Zip 
---'-----------------------~~------ ---------- ~-----Governing large amounts of Class of 178 
people and providing for their 
well"be~ng are not simple 
problems, but thrQughout history 
people have devised increasingly 
equitable and' complex solutions 
, in order to' overcome these dif-
ficulties. One idea lis tic. governing 
method created, was democracy, .',boo,k swap p' rop' osed ' 
or the rule of the people. The 
people are responsible for t)J.e ' 
opera tionand, policy of their 
." Alcoholism: 
On·the road to recovery 
government. The power of the At sixty years~ldNancy is, an other two are "the cracker there was rich blOod ill my veins, I 
government is invested in the" .intelligent',' si,ncere, and mature factory" and UjaiP'. Today sbe had my streIlgth, I wcmted to start 
,-, "1 t-h "";-"" h'gh I'd ,like to comment on the h ' 1 k h' peop e; ere IS no 1 er woman. In, fa,lking with her the' knows. ow uc y s e IS. to exereis~ my passion-, I wanted ' 
th 'hr Th di ti' {thi price of used 'books . at the N' 'Ut U' th t be au orl".r' e ree on 0 s first thingooo,noJ;iees about her is" aney Wl e you a may. ,', to live. , ,., . 
power, though, depends on a well~ bookstore. This semester I the bright and :vitalligN of her just maybe an ~'allty" doesn't To be honest I don't remember 
informed and concerned pppulace purchased 'a used book in poor eyes and her s~rene expression. have to go her route. That maybe if there was a trong obsession or , 
which makes its wi~hes known to condition for $9.95, which I'm sure She is a successful recovering at 15, or 20 or 25a man or a woma'n ' compulsion to drink all the time- .' 
its elected officials; however, it.is WI:\S used for at least three alcoholic. At. fifty Nncy had ,no ' can get honest, can admit that there were more .,important 
difficult for people to keep in" semesters and could not have cost purpose in life. She could not even they are having trouble with things. The world had to ~" 
formed about many of the issues more than 12 or 13 dollars new. justifytalFi!1g. up the space,she BOOZE" AND CAN HAVE THE . eonqtiereda~ yet,people had'to: 
'ina large society, and impossible . What I. propose is a' ccrop, . stooduP9n. She was sick inside DESIRE TO DO SOME- THING know. Wayne was· ~round, there 
to have personal contact between bo.okstore which could be open a and out There was only one thing, . ABOUT IT. She can tell you as I was that woman yet to be found. . 
each constituent and his elected week before the semester begins important to her" the obtaining can tell you: "This is no gam~,<' On the other. side ofllie coin there 
, official. In a large society then, and continue, two weeks after. . and use of alcohol. , ~ this is alcoholism. It can kill you was the fearful boy who thri.ved 
the people have the power but not ,The seller may be able to It took her thirty years to reach a'nd cause irreparable damage to on his emotions. forcing 
the means of directing it for their' realize a large price on the sale, the' plateau of complete and utter everyone and every-·thing around situations- blindly walking into 
greatest good. The problems of and the buyer ~ smaller selling nothingness. Within the' past ten you. ,'An alky is like a tornado trny:Je. Much of the time self-
information and communication price, with 5 or fO%.of.the profit years the complete turn around in destroying everything in its path ' WI .' arrogant" confused and ~ 
howe '~r, do not plague a small going in to the co-op for expenses. Nancy's existence was directly: until it dies itself'.'" ' trying to JJnd consolation, im- ' , i 
th d If this co-op was in conflict with t After my talk with Nancy I 'patient, the ne~ lor recognition- ; democratic society as ey, 0 a . ' . is attributable to her accep ance h k I !~I&! one. On a small campus, for school policy, whlch I hope It . that she was an alcoholic and the b~gan to think back, t ink hac, ,The chqices:Go, to college;' '~i 
instance, one may speak pt:r". not, after all the student buys his determination to arrest that ' e!ghteen years ago .wh~n ! was work and live at borne; the ser;. ,~~ 
sonally to the official he elects I books to pursue his education, not disease in the only way available eIghteen. At that ~m~ drink!ttg vice:' The .decision was difficult ~ 
thereby helping direct the power ' to make the book store a blue chip ,to her. the AA PROGRAM. 'For ,~dbeen part of my life m varymg with daily: reversals of course. It, }~ 
delegated by the people to that company; it could be opened, thirty years she paid a dear. d~grees for ,two years .. I had ended finally with the~eeision .to"· ;~ 
official. The', informa tion, some place off campus. price to get there. and, lor ,the accepted, t~e. tro~ble It, ~ad go into the service.: My:p~ision:to ';1 
necessary for intelligent par"' Wayne Butler past ten she pays her daily dues brought me,. It wasn t too serious, . go into the:seririceand ,the games 
I" ticipation i~govemment is more, sl9County St. of constant vigilance thr.ough ',up until then, as just part of the' ' ,.. ' .' 
, ~ localized .in 'scope" more ' Taunton Mass. 02780 ' AA~' " game. l'd be able to learn to ", ,: (continued to,:~ag:~ 8) , 
available, an41~ss in volume than ' On, two :: separate occasions ~dle..:.my booze,", better.' Hell" , " 
." what is needed' ifor larg~scale Nancy ;'felt the need ,to': "ex-' 
, 'governIlJenL,,:rhere is less :',pel'imentU With alcohoUri the 'ten: 
bureaucracy,,' and: more attelltioll fresh'~'en!' year,: period.' She learned the, 
humanisHc,]eadership. ,'Small ' . leSson: that "all . alcoholics learn-' 
, democratic societies ,CAN work, , :', ul~getsWorse'\ Sheexperi~nced', . 
: because th'ey·~ give,. the people ,the brutal' lessons" of . the,., 
, control. over'~e ,!m,m~a8~~ble '. ' , ... " , :"" . :: progressi,on' of ~,~sea~! It 
; power tbatre,s~d~m.tl1elr um~n. !." ,f~eshm,en. <.:, ": ,; .. progr~ whether you drink QI>:, 
, , ; ',."", :' " " ," , >:';, ". ' '<., ';:,not., T¢ay Nancy.is on ,top of ~"-: 
J., R.L8motite,:, ' .:', :,do'you ~:a\')w :wlio:J~inaillingSis?.< <'ptobl~in~: • ...:" ' ,,':, ',.~" 
. , studf!!nt,' ',' ',. Who'is the Vice Presidentof.your, ,~: "In 'tal~. !11th ; N~CY the 
class? w~t othero~ficesare held", " c,~~rans~lss1on . ' .. hne , :at" 
'by freshman students?', I:wal1t. alcohohe. s have WI~ one ~n er, 
: . want' to give you, the', chance to ' was. partI~.laz:IY eVIdent, WIth ~e. , 
what . happened to' meet these people and to voice It is the kmd of commnnicai"" 
yOUI' opinion on what 'types of' that only .two people who have 
the computor? 
things they should be doing for suffered Similarly can have. ~he 
, , knew wbat was going on in my 
you. MASS insides and being relatively new 
Therefore, a ' to AA I 'wanted and do want what 
MEETING of th~ ENTIRE she has attained - a good 
freshman class WIll be held b, • t 
f b 3' th so ric y. Tuesday, , e fuary '. m. e The degrees of trouble for 
.student UnIon U. . AudltorlUm alcoholics vary. The one 
at 11:00. We wIll dISCUSS fresh- common denominator with all 
man funds, student apathy, and I h lies is that they suffer 
social events. This will be your :~~ °the exact same disease, 
chance to meet your class of- alcoholism. Nancy reached what 
ficers and for us to meet you. is termed as the acute stage of 
Jim Billings 
Your Freshman Class President 
the disease where she could not 
care f~r herself. She brushed 
with one of the three unalterable 
ends for a d_runk "death. The 
The Administration has acted 
upon one of the most important 
problems at RS.C .. The problem, 
lack of good exercise by Science 
and Math Majors, will be solved 
by one change in the campus 
layout. In order t~ ge! more 
Science and Math majors mto the 
habit of exercising, the computer 
room will be moved to Boyden 




. pnvaf(ii'" .... .. . 
"'f"JliM'C-coun~lbt?,/·\",:: .. 
t~'jnfOirit~,tos~~rt. '~nctto,~ " ,
WIth ~uthr()d~hout the',' , 
abortJOnprOcedure." , .. , ' 
LaboratOry 'teSts. including Pap test, . 
,birth control information, the contra-
, (", ',- , ceptive me. thod ofyout choice, and 
, follow-tip visit are provided at one 
. I moderate fee. I' .. 
: CALL L~\ (617) 738~6210 
~~~~'\;~, I .', A telephone counselor will help you. 
t-.,1j,·~1 
A non-profit licensed medicalfaci/ity ,. 
1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass" 02146 
(617) 738"6210 
PRETERM 
Massachusetts Medicaid cOlJers obanion fee, 
. ~ 
1 




by Sharo~ COWiIll 
If the pro:;pect 
,of fulfilling.' yOur student-
teaching in an area school· fails 
to ·uUllate· your sense. of ad-
venture,consider the in-
creasingly popular option of. 
teaching in Rome,· London." 
. 'Athens, Genoa, Mllan,Beirut. 
What Are Women· Doing 
In The Media Today? 
Managua, Warsaw or any othet 
of a large. choice of·, ~itles . in 
Europe, . South. 'America and 
Africa. . 
The . children of·· American: 
busonessr,nen operating overseas 
and the children' of members of 
the United Slates diplomatic 
corPs attend English-speaking, 
student body. While American 
ehUdren usually comprise about 
4O'J, of the· scbol population and 
native students ~lDother ~~, 
the remainder is made up by the 
c ildren of diplomats and 
businessmen from the natioias. 
. The normal period of - hIDe 
spent by a student teacher at the 
foreign sehool is eight weeks; 
·the 'declsion is left to that state 
college from which the teacher 
comes. The Center encoUl'ages 
as long a period as possible, the 
sixteen week semester being 
consider.ed tbe ideal, with 
respect to "cultural integration 
and the full learning ex-
by Mary Chr,is Kenney 
. , 
As their firSt featured speaker 
for . the . semester, the Action 
Center for Women, sponsored Ms. ' 
Judy Stoia, a newscaster for 
Channel 2, on Monday evening, 
.Jnauary 26, in the Student Union 
Green Room. Fortunately forMs. 
Stoia, she came without a written 
speech which would have proven 
mappropriate in the living room 
atmosphere. As she spoke 
knowledgibily on her topic, 
"Women in Media", she put full 
room of people, majority of them 
women j very much at ease with 
,her use of anecdotes illustrating 
her points. She cemered most of 
h'et ftirty- five minute talk on how 
women could become involved in 
the media in some aspect. Judy 
sUed that principally in the fields 
of television and radio there is an 
upsurge of women being treated 
an upsurge of women being 
employed, especially if they are 
technically skilled. The Federal 
Communications Commission has 
helped put pressure on station 
applying for license renewals to 
hire more qualified women in 
prominent pOSitions. But for 
women to be placed in front of the 
camera's eye, she has to fulfill the 
station's image of an ideal woman 
braodcaster. Ms. Stoia explained 
humorously the sad truth that the 
chance of a "black woman, 
overweight with a lispe, although 
qualified, being hi~d by a 
pOpular statldn, ;'like channel 5, 
was highly impossible. Channel 
2'8 ima$e of woman reporters, 
Ms,. Stoia finds is more desirable 
for her personally. Her fellow 
reporters, like herself, are from a 
j~lism background and they 
are judged on their predenlation 
of the news, infonnatively and 
interestingly. Whereas, on "good. 
news" stations like Ch. 5, the 
glamorous image of the rporters 
almost obscures the news itseH. I 
wonder sometimes what the 
people want, a model-type 
broadcaster or one who 
causes us to concentrate more on 
the news by not distracting us 
.with their appearance. Judy has 
encountered the ill feelings of 
many people,especiallly 
men, "who consider an3' woman 
-under 30 not UrJtnOw anything." 
'and consider her too aggressive in 
her interviews. Ms. Stoia points 
out that thia would not be the 
same situation for a male 
reporter, Also, the calls that she 
receives from viewers regarding 
her appearance (not liking her 
necklace, etc.), ar e not likely to 
happen to the men of the station. 
In regards to salaries, Unions 
have recently regulated them. 
But in the earlier days of Channel 
2, it was found that in a salary 
breakdown the women's pay was 
"glaringly" below that .of males. 
Women are not found on high 
management positions, such as 
directors, on Channel 2, but they 
do occupy more prominent 
positions in women oriented 
programs; like Julja Child's 
cooking show. The problem 
seems-lObe that there are not 
Guys and gals need~d for summer employment at 
nalional parks, private camps, dude ranches, and 
resorts throughout the nation. Over 50,000 
students aided each year. For FREE information 
on student assistance program send self-
addressed STAMPED envelope to Opportunity 
Research, Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive, 
Kalispell, MT '59901. Many good jobs are avail-
able! 
APPLICANTS MUST APPLY EARLY. 
enough qualified women around 
for the desired positio~. Judy 
told a fellow Univ. of Nebraska 
graduate who wished a job in 
broadcasting in the city, but had a 
degree in English. It was not until 
she studied for a·' technical 
position for a year that she had 
, ber pick of jobs from each of the 
Boston stations. op-
PORTUNITIESARE THERE IF 
YOU WANT THEM BADLY 
ENOUGH, ACCORDING TO Ms. 
Stoia, and it is better to start in 
small time media center 
gathering or gaining the needed 
valuable experience. At her 
station, Judy thinks that there is 
no sexual competition among 
staff reporters, but if a woman 
does notA take at least 
but if a woman does not do at least 
, as well as the men, she cannot 
expect to progress. Broadcasting 
is a lucrative business, and in 
essance the reporter on a com-
mercial station must be an at-
tractive, sellable representative 
of the stTION'S IMAGE. Judy 
Stoia represented her ( 'ation and 
women in media with an adept-
ness and total honesty which are 
qualities hard to find in the media 
today. 
. American-style"schools in their 
respective cities abroad. 
In Massachusetts, The' State 
College System's Center for' In-
ternational Education, whoce 
executive director is (and don't 
. forget this, even if you could) Dr. 
Fronard 'J. Savignano,works to 
place students from the state 
colleges in teaching positions at 
schools hi the foreign countries . 
of their choices (though not 
, necessarily first choices.) The 
program requires that an ap-
plicant for such a position be in 
good academic standing, that he 
possess those qualities of a-
daptability necesssary fora 
sometimes drastic shift in 
physical and cultural en-
vironment, and finally t that the 
host school approve him. Suc-
cessive screenings by the 
student teaching supervl'tiunr iIIf 
well as by Dr. Savignan him-
self, usually assure the student's 
acceptance by the overseas 
school. While knowledge of a 
second language is not a 
necessity, Americans' abroad 
always find it helpful. In som~ 
cases, a student may do his 
tea,ching in a host-country 
school. Such an experience is 
helpful in preparing for the 
teaching of English as. a second 
language. 
A student teacher at the 
American sponsored schools is 
assured of the diversity of his 
CLASS OF 1976: 
perience." . 
The Center sponsors in ad-
dition, a Graduate Internship 
Program wherein a grad student 
in Education may gain ~valuable 
. experience in his 'area of special· 
ization by assisting an overseas 
. school administrator .. Such in-
ternships are arranged • variably 
for a year or for a semester; 
Academic programs abroad, too, 
can be. organized in conjunction 
with the Center; students and 
faculty wishing to study abroad 
can do so at the overseas locations 
of their choiceS (though not 
necassarily first c~oices.) " 
Course emphasis lies on the 
culture of the c()untry or on 
. specialt courses of the host 
country. 
While the Center's programs 
, sound inviting, indeed, Executive 
Director Dr; Fronard 
Savignano's zeal may lie more in 
the areas of travel and public 
relations than with the task of 
placing qualified . hopefuls in 
teaching positions, as some 
disappointed candidates have 
already implied. 
, For further information on the 
Center's activities write to Dr .. 
Savignano in care of the Center 
for International Education, 
Massachusetts Maritime 
Academy, Buzzards Bay, MA. 
02532 or call at 749-7576. 
TEACHER 'CERTIFICATION 
recently recieved informatioD'from the bureau 
of te~cher certificat~on a~d placem:ent in boston 
, directs that the college insti~utional list is t,o he 
'completed one month earlier this year than last ; 
to meet this deadline all completed application 
form-~ with' 'necessary accompanyitig material· must 
be received in .t~e office of teacher preparation and 
placement no later than friday, fehruary 20; 
copie,s of certification application (orm and- a sheet 
providing completion guidelines a~e availahle no'w 
dt the office of teacher preparation and placement ~ 
Tillinghast HaH" : 
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.I·t·ludllt IIVlraIDIDt IS'S'loiatill 
Who's Who in SGA: 
RAY RAPOSA 
Who is Ray Raposa? Ray is· a 
senior at BSC. So? Heis also the 
President of the Student 
Government Association Senate 
and the student Trustee of the 
Massachusetts State' College 
System. As Student Trustee, Ray, 
whose hometown is Fall River, is 
the chairperson of the Student 
ADDVISORY Commission(SAC). 
He is a full voting member of the 
Board of Trustees of the M.S.C.S. 
Ray first got elected to the SGA in 
his sophomore year as a senator. 
Last year as a junior he was 
. . . elected to first vice-preSident of 
the Senate. The following is a 
short interview with the 
honorable trustee, president and 
of course, student (?)~ 
. Comment: Ray, what hav~J1~yr :!~:!:~:~:~:;:~:::::!:~:~:~:?;::::::::::!:!!::~:!:~:~:;:~:?!~:;:!:!:;:!:!~:;:~:;:;:;:::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::.-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-.::::::::::::;::.-:~:::::::::!:::::!~!:!:!:~:!:!:!:!:~:!:!:~:!:!!!:!:~:~:!:!:~:!:!:~:~:~:~:~:!:~:!:~:~~!a 
MINUTES FROM 
THE MEETING 
are asked to' watched out for 
A T THE SGA meeting this moving vehicles while skiing 
past Tuesday, Ray Raposa an- down to classes in the future 
nounced that he had met earlier (sorry). 
in the day with the Brockton The Dormotory fee increase 
Tenants Association who policy statement has been 
discussed their organization. Ray delayed'at lea5t until March. 
, explained that these people are Jim Davis, SAGA food 
active in problems which tenants representa tive, held a 
in this area are having with question/answer period at the 
landlords and the like. These request of the Senators. 
representatives may visit the Treasurer Lynn Borski an-
college soon and speeak to in- nounced the Afro-American 
teres ted students as well as the Society's funds have been un-
Senate. frozen by SGA.. " 
Dean Anderson's dec~~io1).. not· Bill Abraham introduced 
to cancel classes on' Jim. iz was legislation to raise the graduation 
discussed. It is hoped that new commencement fee by %$1.00. 
guidelines may be presented for This extra dollar per student 
calling off school during bad would provide money for a 
snowstorms so commuters wontt speaker at commencement 
have to drive on such hazardou~ exercices who will appeal to all at 
this memorable event. It has been 
mentioned thaf the calibre - of 
speakers has not been up to par in 
recent years. The referendum 
passed. . 
Lastly, an amendment to the 
constitution concerning the 
Student Court was passed and will 
be voted on next week· for a 
second vote before it is officially 
passed. . 
... Follow up on Committee to 
Review Faculty Dismissals. 
Hugh McKinnoJl has relinquushed 
, his duties as chairman of.... the 
committee so as" to' cUwote 'more 
time to Hard Times. So far the 
committee has been concerned 
with the case of Cora Wells. 
More next week .... 
r DoN'T STUW ATlHE LISRARY 
AAV MORE-I CAN1-~TE. oN Mor 
WORK - TOO IMNV DIST'AA::nONS! 
long range goals been as an SUA . 
officer? 
Ray: I have mainly wanted to see 
that the' SGA would be able to 
offer as many sernces as pOssible 
to the students. I have always felt 
it is important to get student input 
and ideas because we don't know 
what everyone wants if they don't 
tell us. I have tried hard to get as 
many students interested in SGA 
as I can through my appointive 
powers; studentS who otherwise 
wouldn't ibe involved through the 
legislative and elective process.! 
Ray stated that his personal 
accomplishments on SGA include 
initiating and clarifying many 
policies SGA has in relation to 
other organ9zations on and off 
campus. "I feel I have made SGA 
a glore ~f!!.<:.!~nt and professional 
organization. We -have' su~~ 
ceeded in making SGA more 
accessible to aU students." Ray 
stated that there is almost 
always someone in the SGA 
office during office hours, 9-5 
daily (and later) to answer any 
questions or take ideas which 
students may have. 
Ray also serves on the Library 
All-Colleee Committee. After 
gradua lion he .plans to go on to 
graduate school where he will 
major in either International 
Studies or Scientific 
Management. He hopes to find· 




·'Ate,.eason for' the tennis team', 
request was because it would· 
like to extend its schedule. to the' 
spring and the money allocated 
for ihe' 1546 . year was only 
enough to support on e season of 
tennis (Fall). It was noted at the 
meeting by Prof. Lehman and 
Dean Deep' that the . tennis 
team's ~get was already in-
. creased from the 74-15 year 
(increased $300.) and that the I 
tennis team does "not have . a I 
spring schedule as of the present 
. time. !even though they do wish 
to play several teams). Prof. 
Krasinski made the motion to 
give the tentils team an ad-
ditional $250.00. This motion was 
passed 8-2·3. 
conditions. Students on the ~11l .• •••••••••••• p ••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. ~:::::::::::::::::::::=:=:=:!:~;!:~::::::::::::!:~:~:~::::::::::::::::!:!:~:~:.:.:::::!::::::::!::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:::::::::!::::::::::::!::::::.:::.:.:;.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.!.:.:.!.!.:.:.:.:.!.~~!.~.!.~.!.~.!.~ ••• '." •••••••••••••• "" .---------------------------:-1 
SGA to Hire a Lawyer 
Shortly before the Christ- •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 
mas/winter vacation SGA formed • .,. • 
a committee of 5 students to look : : 
into the P?ssibilities of finding a :PO SIT ION 0 PEN I : 
legal adVisor/lawyer who would • • 
be avaiable to counsel any': : 
students who need legal advice of. SGA." .. 
all kinds. The chairperson of this. : :. ·comm,iJJ;~~j~~~eve·!.~askoff: * Election direc·tor : 
The CommIttee has decided to • 
go ahead and place ad- i :. 
vertisements for applicants in the 0 Information. &. applications avcillo.ble. .: 
Boston newspapers and the I :. 
Brockton Enterprise. The in the SU Info booth or SG-A office : 
Committee has alsQ according to . ., 
Steve, contacted' Harvard :. 
School of Law and the • •. 
Massachusetts Bar Association • : 
and notified them of the opening. : ELECTED POSIT I ION : 
The lawyer would not be paid ,. • 
on a salary basis but with a : : 
retainer fee. It is hoped that his ': .. , : 
'hours would be two days a we~k, : *Freshmon class senator : 
three hours a day. Also, a hot-hne : • 
type telephone would be set up • f t T asurer :; 
which students could call for legal -* As sis an re. : 
assisstance. While this ~lawyer : .. 
would represent anyone m courts : : 
~~a;o~~~:rew~J!il~~lee~~en~r:! i nomination paper"s available in the ! 
couns&1jng.rr~.Il}.a PtiWate lawyer.: . b th paper~ due February 9th; 
It is e:xpecteil, s~ys L~.skoff, fj SU, n f 0 00. J 'P 
Saga Menu for Tilly & Great Hill 
Friday, Jan. 30 
Poached Eggs, H-otcakes, Sau~ages 
Tuna Melt, Shepherd's Pie, Frult PJate, Meatball Sub 
Oven Broiled Fish, Beef Stew 
Saturday, Jan. 31 
French Toast Soft & Medium Cooked Eggs 
Hot Dogs w / Baked Beans, Spanish Rice, Cheese Omelet 
Country Fried Steak, Pork Chops 
Sunday, February 1 
Blueberry Pancakes, Scrambled Eggs 
Baked Ham Southern Fried Chicken 
Tuna Noodl~ Casserole, Grilled Cheese Sandwich 
Monday, Feb. 2 
Griddle Cakes, Fried Eggs .. B k 
Sloppy Joe Sandwich, Cheese & Vegetabl~ Bake, Cottage Cheese a e 
R~ast Beef, Liver, Super Supper SandWich 
Tuesday, Feb. 3 
Scrambled Eggs, French Toast, Bacon . 
Hot Turkey Sandwich, Stuffed Cabbage,· E~g S~lad SandWIch 
Baked Meatloaf, Batter Fried Fish, Ham & BiScU1t Casserole 
Wednesday, Feb. 4 
French Waffles Cheese Omelets 
Reuben Sandwi~h, Cheesey Lasagne, Mixed Fruit Salad . 
Grilled Chopped Steak, Knockwurst w / Sauerkraut, Turkey Pot PIe 
Thursday, Feb. 5 
Pancakes. Fried Eggs, Ham 
Macaroni & Cheese, Hamburgers, Humbn .Jumbo . . 
Oven Broiled Chicken, Beef Chop Suey, Hot PastramI on BulkIe. 
thHt this iegal adVIsor \~.ln be : II 
hired and set up in un office by .: .............................................. , __ , __ _ 
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llrabba The 1975 Film Year 
)! 19)1.J~~Jl« 1l€t:<91l)9Jj}8 -(}:f 
(;ejl Ut€JM ~el\~1l! ,»€C§Il(fJ}t:<f 
by Bill Swift" 
The past year of cinema bas 
been, if nothing else, interesting. 
Mover over Conan the Barbarian, Red Sonja, Superman and Batman. The single factor that has im-
Soon to be joining the ranks (racks'?) . of comic book stardom are the pressed me the ntost-concerna tile 
"Superheroes of Macroiconomics" who iclude the likes of calibre of this year's releases. 
"Monetaryman," "Fiscal Flash," and "Militantmaid." Together these They have either been very good 
superheroes battle such economic villains as "J. Pierpont Graspy" and" or very bad with very few lying in 
Sticky Fingers La Salle.J' The economic philosophy that emerges as the between. These are the ob-
geroes talk about proce controls, inflation, minetarism andfiscal policy, servationsI have made in the past 
'seems to support Milton Friedman, Chicago monetarist. The comic is year. ' 
aimed at senior high and junior college sudents as an introductory text-
book to economics. And speaking of Superheroes, publishers claim to The Ten Worst Films 
have 100,000 charter subscriptions to a new political magazine scheduled 1. At Long Last Love 
to appear on the stal}.O$ next month. The new monthly, called Father 2. Beyond the Door 
Jones;rs~mnea' at polffical nd social activists, and will cover such issues 3. Cleopatra Jones and the Casino 
as civil rights, the women's movement, ecology, and anti-war of Gold . 
movements. The name was taken from anearly women's rights activist: 4. Death Race 2000 
Mary Harris "Mother" 'Jones. According to the tenth annual survey 5. Flossie 
conducted jointly by UCLA and the American Council on Education, of 6. Mandingo 
190,000 freshmen surveyed, 28% of students entering our colleges believe 7. The Master Gunfighter 
that a women's place is in the home. Eight percent Cjokers , no doubt) 8. The Nickel Ride 
firmly believe that women should not have the same job opportunities as 9. Sheila Levine is Dead and 
_I}len. Living in New York· 
As of last week, the Federal Election Commission says that there are 
no less than 62 offical candidates for the presidency. One of them stands 
apart from the rest, because he is anonynous. By never actually iden-
tifying himself, he says, he will avoid the personality parade and speak 
out on the real issues ... Reportedly over 50,000 people have petitioned 
Laurence Welk to run for President of the United States. Welk declined 
the invitation explaining that he is too old. Quite a severe blow to the folks 
at 1, Geritol. 
10. Tidal Wave 
Turkey of the Year 
At Long Last Love 
Worst Performances 
Cybill Shepparlf':{Of,;--"At -Long 
Last Love" 
Tom Laughlin for "The Master 
Gunfighter" . 
Stephane Audrane for "The Black 
Bird" 
George Hamilton for "Jacqueline _ 
Susann's Once is Not Enough" 
Biggest Disappointment 
Jacqueline Susann's Once is Not 
Most Overrated 
Shampoo 
The Ten Best Films 
1. Barry Lyndon 
2. The Day of the Locust 
3, Dog Day Afternoon 
. 4. Funny Lady 
5. The Hiding PJ~ce 
6. Jaws 
7. Nashville 
8. One Flew Over the CUckoo's 
Nest 
9. Tommy 
10. The Wild Party 
Next I am . listing my choices 
and predictions for this year's 
Academy Awards. Those marked 
A) are my choices, and those 
marked B) are those I believe 
will be the Academy's choices. 
Best Picture 
A) The Day of the Locust 
B) Nashville 
Best Actor 
A & B) Jack Nicholson for "One 
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 
Best Actress 
A) Karen Black for "The Day of 
the Locust" ~ 
B) Louise Fletcher for~'One-Flew 
Over the Cuckoo's Nest" 
Best Supporting Actor 
A & B) Henry Gibson for "Nash-
ville" 
Best Supporting Actress 
(tie) 
A) Brenda Vaccaro for 
"Jacqueline Susann's Once is Not 
The Princeton University Library has agreed to vecome the 
respository for a new collection of political scholarship, consisting of 
innacurate, inept, and irrelevant personal FBI files. Political Science 
professor H.H. Wilson expects the collection to fooer scholars a leisurely 
opportunity to study the FBI's degree of accuracy, the nature of FBI 
sources, and the polil:ical sophistication of agents. Enough 
- Enough" " 
Most Underrated 
The Wild Party 




-William Atherton, Burgess 
Meredith and Geraldine Page for 
, " 
"The Day of the Locust 
James Coco and Raquel Welch 
for "The Wild Party" 
, Gene- Hackman for "The 
French Connection II" 
Jeannette Clift, Julie Harris, 
Arthur . O'ConD.~il, and -Eileen ~ 
Heckart for "The Hiding Place" 
Richard Dreyfus and Roy 
Scheider for "Jaws" 
Al Pacino, Chris Sarandon, and 
Penelope Allen for "Dog Day 
Afternoon' , 
Paula Prentiss for "The 
Stepford Wives" j 
Faye Dunaway lnd Oliver 
Reed for "The Four !,~usketeers" 
Ann-Margaret, Roger Daltry, 
Tina Turner, and :paul Nicholas 
for "Tommy" 
Barbra Streisand and James 
Caan for "Funny Lady" 
Ronnee Blakely, Gwen- Welles 
and Karen Black for "Nashville" 
Diana Ross for "Mahogany" 
Ben Johnson and Eileen 
Brennan for "Hustle" 
Walter" Matthau, Richard 
Benjamin, ~md George Burns for 
"The Sunshine Boys" 
Robert Redford and Faye 
Dunaway for "Three Days of the 
Condor" 
Bruce Dern and Barbara 
Feldon for "Smile" 
Brad Dourif and Will 
Sampson for "One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest" Of international decadence: A group of Harvard researchers have 
studied the problem of alcoholism in the USSR and concluded that if the 
governxnont ever eradicated what it terms the number one social-
problem, the result would be an economics and pOlitical crisis. NEW 
TIMES says the researchers found that the state revenues derived from 
the sale of alcohol in the Soviet Union amount to $35 billion a year, as an 
amount equal to the published defense budget. A'Acohol is the largest 
single source of income within the country. AB dnnkingdoes provide an 
acceptable outlet for energies that might otherwise be channeled to 
political rebellion, perhaps we shall have to amendMf\RX'S 
STATEMENT ABOUT THE OPERATE OF THE PEOPLE ... ln the West, 
London TIMES says that an ounce of good grass in,Britain can be come 
by for around $90.00, which same stuff sold for as little as $15. two years 
ago. Times are hard all over. 
A Jazz Special 
N Friday, January 30th at 8:00 
P.M. the Brockton High School 
Auditorium will come alive with 
a very special evening of jazz. 
The Brockton Community 
School Cultural Committee has 
engaged the Grammy Award 
winning Gary Burton has been 
In town,. the Cambordge Ensemble presents the first live American recognized by the polls of all the 
production of "Gulliver's Travels" Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays trade megazines as the top 
thru Feb. 14th., at 8 pm. Doubtless Swift had little intimation that performer on the vibes and is 
Gulliver would one day groove to junk percussion and jazz piano which one of the most outstanding 
music is,. incidentally, oringinal. Call 876-2544. The Boston RePertory :young talents in con- temporary 
Theatre IS back (already) with Director David Zucker's adaptation of Jazz today . 
. ~J.l~~in: ,,9~.s~~~J,~apery's Le Petit Prince. The Boston Ballet's Gary, who considers his work 
horeogr8:per s,seri~s begins January 29 and runs through Fevruary 8. (n education high among his ~eatured IS the mUSlC of H. Villa Lobos, Prokofier, music from Japan, priorities, will also perform on 
. r~~ce ;nd. Greece. Lorenzo Monfeal's "Pas de Deux" (yes again) this evening with the Brockton 
C1Se
O tere ~llice. For tickets ($4-$8) call 542-3945. The Joy of M~vement High School Jazz gnsemble The 
n er WI open a'" d . Friday, Februar 6 ~l~~e an. far reaching" dance film festival on Jazz Ensemble, under the 
film "The Rom~nc: of B:~;V~~ N~r?,lan MJFaren's award winning d1.ret\lOn of Mr. Vin~ent Mrcrina, 
Dewhurst are "in training" for an:~h:r' B~n G~z~.rra ~nd Co!leen, is considered one oftlie finest high 
Virginia Woolf?" ~o be directed by author ~:~a~: ~be:!Ot~e ~:;~e:,f school jazz groups in the state. 
The Museum of Fmc Arts has selected about fifty works of watercolor on B OSION pap~r. by ~utstanding yound (under 30) artists to be shown in a speCial exhl~ltion In the first floor contemporary gallery, Jan. 27 through March 
21. Tickets go on sale January 24 for the February 4, Sprn appearance of BA LL -
Benny GODMA~ AND HIS SEXTET AT Symphony Hall ... The response ET 
to tbe much awaited concert by the Di;vine Miss M. Bette Midljer's at the 
Orpheum next month has been so great that two more shows"have be~n 
added. Her performances wUl now be the 20th through the 24th. Get your 
tickets while they last 
The Student Union Program 
Committee will be sponsoring a 
bus tothe Boston Ballet on 
February 8, it will be a matinee 
performance ond the bus,· will be 
leaving at 1 p.m. from the Student 
Union Information Booth. 
The Ballet's performance for 
this date will be -part of the 
Bergman'~- opera lfilm- "The Magic Flute" can now be seen at th' Choreographers' Series which 
Charles Cmema. e showcases new works by 
choreographers who are" begin-
ning their bright and promising 
careers. 
Sa felim, the Harvard Epworth church presents a series of films from 
the early ~ork Luis Bunuel: "Death and the River" (Jan. 29) , "EI Gran 
Calvalera (Feb.,5) and 'HDaughter of Deciet" (Mar.21) 7:30 pm. All 
are Boston pre~leres. 
ca~o~o~~~~~~e~~1 :~~l~BedifYding,. cheapest ent~rtainment, attend the 
. . u ree PomtShow on February 1 at 9:00 am at 
the Hyanms Shoppmg Mall. Information: 947-8361. Most of the ballets in the series ha ye never been performed 
. beofr~, so join us and enjoy an 
Fmallya not e to elementary education majors: Tests on 200 primary afternoon at the Ballet. 
school children in London have revealed that the average school child can P.S. Did you know that we 
register 114 decibels with a healthy scream. The loudest child _ a twelve were a ticket out for the Boston 
~ear-?!d ~irl- actu.ally hit .122 decibels. The government claims that a B?llet? . Wa~ch for more details. 
safe nOIse level IS any thmg under 90 decibels. Indicating that teaching :DIscount PrIcesl $6, $5, $4 (rch.) , 
may be hazardous to your health. f1I4, $3(balc.) Regular Prices - $7 
• " , ~6. $5(orch;) $5, $$4 (bale.) , 
Thus, the concert will 
~orks by the Jazz Ensel1nbE~, 
Burton as soloist with the en-' 
semble and a concert by the Gary 
Burton Quintet. Amost exciting 
evening is promised for all. 
Tickets are available at the 
Brockton Community School 
Office. the Brockton Hight SchOOl 
~usic Department, Central 
Music, C. M. Petti Market and 
Allen's Shoe Store. Ticket prices 
are $3.00 for Adults and $2.00 for 
~tudents ~nd Senior Citizens. For 
mformation call Sue Kovner at 
588-5026. 
Mel Paintings On 
Display in S. U. Gallery 
Continuing until Jan. 31 in the 
1 Studen.t Union Art Gallery is EI. 
collectIon of paintings and han-
dicrafts created by persons from 
the Mass. Correctional Institute 
This exhibit reveals a grea"i 
diverSification of style 
technique, and temperament: 
Many of the paintings abound 
with a vibr~n.t energy, which is 
b~st exemplifIed by their lavish 
dIsplay of color and generous 
strokes of the brush, Others 
- however, tend more towa~d 
-tranquility with their subtle. 
muted pastels. All the paintings 
display a great deal of sen-
sitivity. The handicrafts too 
are diverse. There are sa~pl~ 
of pottery, prints, leatherwork, 
crochet, and carpentry. Many 
of these works are salable at a 
reasonable price and represent 
only a portion of that which is 
available at MCI's 'gift shop 
located at the Institute. 
The exhibit is open during the 
union hours and is free to all •. :: 
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THE LITTLE PRINCE 
Our Mysterious Friend Returns Again 
by Maura Curley Bostdorf 
! • The strange little friendly 
fIgure who comes from another 
!planet or galaxy far from 
ianywhere we earthly adults can 
'imagine, has returned once again' 
and is appearing at the Charl~ 
Playhouse in Boston. If you 
haven't yet met this little chap 
who asks many questions, but 
seldom answers any, and is more 
fond of watching sunsets than 
sunrises (simply because he has 
never seen a sunrise), perhaps' 
you could go and see him, for if 
you do, your world will never be 
the same. If you are one of the 
lucky ones who has already met 
t4is mysterious majesty, no 
doubt you will need no coaxing 'to 
go and be with him again, for the 
little prince is very hypnotic and 
his strange ways have a habit of 
growing on you and becoming a 
little part of you, too. 
I saw him again, a few months 
later, in January of 1974. I had 
heard that he was again in 
Boston, only this time he was 
appearing up the street in a nicer 
theatrelocated in the basement of 
a church. i thought when I heard 
this news that he must have 
become more accustomed to the 
lifestyle we lead here. Since he 
,- .,.: ;... - -
heart, and felt a warm glow 
inside. 
Many months passed and.,I 
thought abou"t,. him often after 
that;'when I was lonely, feeling 
burdened, or when there was a 
particularly beautiful sunset. It ' 
wasn't until last week when I was 
leafing through the evening paper 
during dinner that! I spotted 
something in a little corner of the 
entertainment page. It simply 
read "The Little Prince" and the 
times he would be appearing a 1 
the Charles Playhouse. In-
stantly, my heart began pounding 
with excitement as I got ready tc 
go into Boston. I didn't care that] 
had another appointment thaI 
evening, or two tests the next day, 
I had to see the little prince onCE 
again! Driving into the city, J 
wondered what he now was like. 
He's three years older than when 
I first saw him, I pondered. He 
probably has grown now to be a 
" sensil)lE~ young man ... , I: 
The Wheaton Trio 
Comes To B S C 
I remember well, the very first 
time I met him. It was in Sep-
tember of 1973. He was ap-
pearing to a small group of us at. 
the old run-down theatre the 
Boston Rep used to use on 
Tremont Street, before the Boston 
Center for the Arts was 
renovated. He was very magnetic 
that day, and I fell in love with 
him while pitying his plight, for he 
couldn't understand that which 
we earthly adults consider 
commonplace. He could not 
comprehend what we call 
'matters of consequence' and I 
felt sorry for him as I left the 
theatre. He was doomed to have a 
difficult time, I thought, since he 
couldn't undestand those things. 
"How will he ever 'make it?' " 
Iquestioned: 
I found later that night, The S.U.Program Com 
however, that the little prince has mitte is pleased to· present the 
. l ?ot g::ow~ at all to be what we call musical magic of the Wheaton 
Naumberg Award. She has given 
solo recitals at Town Hall and 
Carnegie Recital Hall. Joel 
Moerschel , ceUist;)l)Jayed for two 
years with the Rochester 
Philharmonic· Orchestra berfore 
joining thre Boston Symphony 
Orchestra . The pianist is An-
drew· Wolf 'V4 ho' won the 
'Philadelphia Orchestra Com-
petion and who also plays with 
the "Boston Pops Orchestra. was now at a better spot, he must be playing his cards right and 
conforming. To my surprise, 
however, he was the same as I 
last remembered him, and 
secretly, I was very happy that 
he had not changed, and left the 
theatre that evening with_ a light 
'sensIble, and he looks and ~c~ . Trio on Wenesday_ the 4th of 
the ve~ same wa~ as when IfIrSf.' February.This group was 
met hIm. He stIlL cannot com- formed in 1967 to support the 
~rehend ~ow we adults do thE:! belief of Wheaton CoHege that 
!ltrang~ thm~s that we do-howa the performing arts are a 
m~n wIll drmk. to forget .that he valuable part of a liberal arts 
:lrmks, cou~~ hIS possessIOns all education. With a strong com-
:fay and strive only to add ,to imitmp,rt to. cultural" 
them, or ~eek power ~o hungrIly the Trio has toui'edextensivily 
.:at he wIll. do anrthmg. to get throughout· New England 
li ... no, the htUe prmce still does ti g . rts semm' ars 
t d ta d f th presen n conce • , no. un ers n any 0 ese ksho sand Iivel childrren's 
The performance will cosist of 
two fairly length1' pieces, 
Mendelssohn's Trio in D minor 
and, Ravel's Trio in A minor. 
Tickets for this performance ,can 
be purchased at the Student Union 
info. booth. The price, is $.50 for 
students and facufty and $1.50 for 
th~ general public. . 
thmgs, and so much more of what worf p y 
II "M tt f G t C per ormances. we ca ~, ers 0 rea. on- The group is comprised of 
sequence ...... perhaps thIS is three musicians, violinist Nancy 
why Ilove hIm so much_ Cirillo, an associate Professor of 
-TNE C 
"oy Mliry Chris Kenney 
Directed by Milos Forman, - , 
big buxomed bitch who starts the other mediums.· But, through his 
Screenplay "hen-pecking party" as Mc- gestures and few lines, alone he 
by Larry Hauben and 1:S0· Murphy labels her attempts at had become . 'credable. A full-
Goldman, based on the book by therapynor is" she an" object of: blooded Indian who had chosen to 
Ken Kesey with Jack Nicholson, men's sexual illusions. She is play deaf and mute in order to 
Louise Fletcher and Will played down to be woman who keep away from the forces of the 
Sampson still lives in the past, demon- white men who had driven his 
A review by Mary-Chris Kenny strated by. her continuance of father to his death. The Chief 
After reading the Rolling wearing 1940's hairstyle twenty even steals a scene away from 
Stone's promotion of the movie, I years later. She is dutifully Nicholson as he straddles with his 
became farHy enthusiastic and pleasant in her daily regimen huge body across the court in his 
curious on how well Nicholson with the men. r:found it difficult first game of bssketball. 
would do in interpreting the main to feel antagonis,tic towards this Much of the dialogue in the 
character, Randle P. McMurphy, woman whose only evident fault play that was particularly 
who becomes the unlikely savior is her inability to see her met- humorous was left out of the 
of a gro of me 01 ta '1 m· oVl·e.' there was no refere'l. ce to up n v un fl y 'hods are antiquated. In fact, 
committed to a state hospital. . when McM.urphy, Nicholson'S the assistant nurse being the 
a~lready delighted in reading· colorful character, starts to Roman Catholic who clutched her 
Kesey's book and had viewed the attack her, it almost appears rosary beads tightly whenever 
play version, by Dale Wasser- more &.11 founded and downright she felt threatened by the men of 
man, twice at the Charles malicious than it'is in either the the ward and Hilrding the ward 
Playhouse. Unfortunately ,the book or the play. If I had not had patient. played by William He:d 
movie did not come up to my an idea about the purpose of field,' is not alluded to being ef-
high expectations. The reasons McMurphy's outbreaks of feminate which seemed to give 
for my criticism are only violence and brashness, I might some cause behind his feelings of 
justified by the fact that I had have considered him an an- insecurities in his marriage. My 
something with which to com- tagonistic character, at least the only guess for these omissions 
pare the movie. The picture most unlikely one to become the might be that they were felt to be 
lacked emotionaJ impact that the hero. possible offfenses to some society. 
two mediums previously con- Nicholson is certainly adept in By my criticisms. let me not 
tained. AU those who are in a creating a strong character in lead you into bellieving that "One 
. 'I .' If '11 Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest" is SImI al' sltuatlOn as myse , WI McMurphy, unruly as he may 
find disappointment in the seem, he is still consistent. The· not an effective movie-quite the 
db'ector, Milos Fomlan's in- most pleasant surprise to me, contrary. But I want to·make it 
terpl'etation of head nurse was the portrayal of chief Broom clear to others who have either 
I t h· h . }' t read the book or have seen the Ratched's C larae er, w IC IS by Will Sampson, ~n exee >e~ 
played by a recent newcomer, find by the casting dIrector. HIS play, prepare for these changes in 
LouiesFletcher, No longer is script did not call for him to do the filtn and try and judge it for 
Nurse Ratched portray·~""ll as the any monologues like those in the .' it ':oclf,. if fh:at is possible.-
Music in performance at 





With vacation time fast approaching, 
many of you will no doubt be traveling 
to Mexico. Some of you might even be 
coming back. Here are some helpful 
hints. 
1. A man on a burro always has the 
right of way, unless he appears to be 
a weakling. . 
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of 
Cuervo down a man's collar is not 
thought to be humorous. 
3. Falling {)nto a cactus, even an 
actual Cuervo cactus, can be 
a sticky proposition. 
4. It is tough to find hamburger" 
rolls in the smaller towns; it's 
best to bring your own. 
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·4.lcoholism'cont. from page 3 
I played with alcohol while there 
are another story. What is 
important that up until this time 
my eyes were shu t to all the 
"signposts" of trouble I had 
experienced. This includes all 
the trouble that though not 
directly involving me was close 
enough to make an impression 
on me. It Gid for a time, but with 
no lasting effects. 
went to schoo) with these guys and 
I drank with them. Included 
among them were the real 
sickies, the psychotics, the 
dangerous ones who with alcohol 
could kill and maim people that 
much easier. There were the girls 
too who you couldn't talk to most 
of the time, but under the in-
fluence could use and abuse. 
Those were just the extreme 
examples, but what about the 
more subtle ones- the two or three 
college kids killed in a car crash, 
-or ~aybe the constant anger that 
makes you think you need 
something, or the hundreds of 
other little signposts. 
But, you see, most of those 
things never happened to me. 
Then. The arrests, the overnights 
at the jailhouse, the psychiatrists, 
the more than overriight says in 
jail, the lonliness, the rejection,. 
the crushed dreams . - they all 
. came in bits and pieces over the 
next eighteen years. All because I 
:lid not know or would I accept 
that I was an alcoholic. 
ABOUT YOU WHATSOEVER 
THINK ABOUT WHAT HAS 
BEEN SAID, THINK ABOUT 
YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH 
ALCOHOL. It is not important 
what your friends do or if you 
think you have to fit that way. 
They may be able to handle 
alcohol and you can't. Just 
remember one thing if you are 
alcoholic all the things that have 
been said. and probably more 
wUl eventually happen to you. 
That's the way it is. 
Everything you have read 
about alcoholism combined with 
the volumesof,why? Forget. You. 
know and only you what it does 
to you. The answer is so simple, 
so simple our educators, our 
intelligensia can't find the 
handle. Remove the substance 
of alcohol and learn to live your 
life on the concepts in AA. You 
have not one thing to lose by 
coming to find out. Tomorrow 
you might be dead, if you are 
lucky t or in a mental or penal 
institution. 
THE CLASS OF "82" 
Maybe it could go way back 
wHen we used to throw rocks at 
the skid row guys in the shacks 
near Randall's Island. They use' 
to keep us at a distance with a 
barrier of wine bottles broken and 
surrounding their metal for-
tresses. Or maybe it could of 
stuck more later when Charlie at 
17 died in alcoholic convulsions, or 
Bobby when he busted and pulled 
a five year sentence for armed 
robbery while under the in-
fluence. He was 18. It could of 
stuck after Eddie's brains were 
scattered on a bar wall by a 
builet following a drunken 
argument. He was 19. Or maybe 
when Bill was forced to join the 
Marine Corps, but got kicked out 
of there and lost his wife and kid 
before he was 2l. 
Yes the sign posts flew by. I 
If I could have only seen it then. If 
Nancy could have only seen it 
then so many, many wasted years 
would not have been possible. If 
THERE IS ANY MATURITY 
There are plenty of Nancy's 
around, or Joe's or whatever. 
They are the experts. Just look 
them up, I DoN'T CARE' F THE DoRM lS. ~~p 
1lIE.INOIVioUAL SHOWER. S1"AllS ARENT!" 
ALP cont. from page 1 
collegiate crossword 








19 Society of doctors 
20 Adol escent 
22 Turkish measure 
23 Span 1'5 h dance 
25 Opening 
26 FBI agent 
27 Beehive State 
28 Prick up 
29 Actor Edward -
30 Embryoni c 1 ayer 
32 Hoisting machines 
33 Feeling 
35 Ground up by 
rubbing 
38· Edible crustacean 
42 Kingdom 
43 Imitate' 
44 Of a continent: 
comb. form 
45 Give it-
46 Gershwi n tune 
47 Quaking -
48 In favor of 
49 Jim ~IS 
specialty 
51 Unit of weight 
52 Thoughtful 
54 Usually 
56 Fishing spear 
57 West African 
vannint 
58 au rn marks 
59 Greek mixing 
vessels 
DOWN 
1 Geological layer 
2 Reduce to ashes 
3 Cuban ci gar.s 
4 "- Got You 
Under My Ski nil 
5 Italian painter 
6 --en~scene 




Ed not ~~ "\l1swe~; for crossword ;U~zle will ~ j)ublished i 1 next weekts 
COMMEI'~T, gook lucl~ .• Enjoy! 
11 Old French co1 n 




21 Reduce to II 
standard 
24 Spiritual 
26 Quick looks 
28 Await decision 
29 Poke -
31 Consider 
32 Movie: Sp. 




37 Of the High Priest 
39 Burst Apart 
40 connective tissue 
41 Easter hats 
43 Snell and Jazy ,e.g. 
46. "unpopu1 ar" food 
47 Pineapple 
49 Incan 1 abor draft 
50 East Indi an grass 
53 Quiet pleasel 
55 Soak 
take a shower, too, as long as you 
wear clothes into the room, af-
terall, it's not an open shower 
there are all seperate stalls. 
There aren't many families 
who have seperate bathrooms for 
men and women, why should' 
school be any different? 
The.' ALP ·residents claIm no 
'real problems thUs far. "At first 
it was a ltttle noisy, with stereos 
blasting ~nd all the partYing) but 
wasn't it like. that just about· 
everywhere?" It has ~almed 
down, one fifth floor resident 
said t everyone is getting into the 
swing of things now, 
There are a few things though 
that one has to get used to when 
living in a dorm with both male 
and female residents. Guys may 
find it tough when they go into the 
,bathroom and find all four sinks 
full of woments clothing being 
rinsed out for the next 'day. At 
first the girls found ita little out of 
the ordinary to see a guy snaVing 
in the morning when thery went in 
to wash up for Classes. It took one 
male resident a while to get used 
to the two girl's living next door to 
him. "They do the same thing 
every morning", he said; "First' 
the alarm goes off at quarter to . 
seven, then comes the question 
'what do I wear today' and lastly 
that ungodly noise that I finally I 
figured out was their hair 
dryer." NoW that he's llSP.d. to It 
he finds it a little ~um~rous 
because uit's exactly the same 
procedure each . and every 
morning." Alltheseare trivial. 
though, and no real problesm are " 
anticipated. . . . 
No one has any regrets for 
becoming involv~d· in' ,this 
program; They ate'much happier 
.and feel more like'they are living 
in a family situation, a· more 
comfortable situation, One 
question administrators may be 
asking is what effect will this 
have on their school work? 
Don't you think happiness is 
conducive to better study habits 
and therefore possibly better 
-grades? Being. content within 
yourself can 'make you more 
willing to work for yourself 
and improve· in what you are 
doing. Fifth floor residents. feel 
this cannot hinder but only.help 
them along the way. ~~l~ .Daytona Beach 
"~1.'t\~,1' "Florida Official B.S.C . 
. ie&$159 H.+ 10~ . "Maro~-149 Nights RING DA YS 
"f; tax and servIce. Mar. 12-21. 10 Davs, T .. 29 & 30 
Includes: ·R.ound bip del~e motor coach tour to Daytona. AU buses are . ., 1 Jan ua ry -
air conditioned and Lavatory· equipped. . . _ 
·All the ~r you can drink enroute! 10 · 00 to 3· 00 
-AccomoJlations at a choice ocean front motel located directly on the .• _ . • 
-"Sbip". Motels feature aircqnditioning, color T.V., bath and shower,· A fr 
swimming pool.j Lounge~ restaurant and entertainment. Various oc- cross .. om 
cupanCies ·available. -. , . For information 
·Welcome and farewell parties in Daytona Beach h 
*Services 01 a resident tour director; · ';ll ./438 • 4342 t e booksto 
·Optional .. Walt Disney World Tour -$18.00, kitchenettes $5.00 y~ r e 
'r------~------~---~----·---------~-------. • OMar. 5--14 "'Check desired date --~ $...5~O .. .oO d~po~~ insures seat. . .. • 5 " DlSCO UNT· 
• OMar.12-21 Mad check or Money order to: • .. 
• Last Name "Firat· Beachcomber Tours, Inc. ': ' $10. 00 D'epos ,. t 
: Telepbone. 172 Hancock S!. : 
'.1 f Ston~b8m, Mass. 02180 r - Tosten's I Mailing Address' I J j 
: City Slate ?;': 875 Judson St. David "V"elle 
I Home Address . J Raynham Masg, .I. ~ 
: (ifdlfferent) City ,State Zi~ : 822.1658 Factory Rep. 




'R~der-Leaves Brockton Tuesday 
and Thursday at 12, leaves BSC 
Tuesday at 5, Thursday at 2. 
Contact L. Johnson, 62 First St., 
. Brockton. 587-1512. . , 
Commuter living in Bridgewater 
leaves for BSC 8:30 on MWF, 8:45 
on Tuesday, 9:30 on Thursday. 
Goes home 4:00 MWF, 4:05 Tu, 
Thu. Yvonne· Dukes, 1311 
Pleasant St., Bridgewater. Phone 
697-7180. 
.Jenifer MiX at 285 Oldham St., 
Pembroke, leaves town anytime 
before 10:30 MWF and . leaves 
Bse at,2:00 M, .:00 W, and 1:00 
F. For more information, call 
·293-3880. 
commuter assoc. 
General Meeting Tuesday, Feb. 
3rd, 11:00 AM. in S. U. t. Free 
coffee .and donuts. Everyone 
welcomed!! 
wanted .. 
Need Physics'book and Lab book 
used for PH243 and PH244 
(UnIversity PhYSics Complete 
Edition). Call 295-9139 or drop a 
note in S. U. locker #72 .. 
Need a bed and matress. Call 
697-3653. 
Person needed to play piano for 
Music Troupe sponsored by 
Ensemble Theatre. Tryouts'·and 
rehearsals in afternoons. Contact 
Dave Rowland, rm. 415 box 538 
Hill, or leave note at Ensemble 
Theatre office. 
housing 
Rooms-Girls on!Y-2 furnished 
rooms, share a private den. Use 
of . phone, heat, lights included. 
Can have sandwiches and coffee. 
1O~12 minutes from college. 
Reasonable. In Middleboro,eali 
947-7347 befQ\'e 10 am or 5 to 7 pm." 
'cookIng" priv~leges. ' 
Cindy C.-may your birthday be so 
great that we'll have to tell you all 
about it-hot only parts! 
Karen-why won't you answer· 
when I come to see you? I lost my 
toupee and thought you might 
have kept it. Also, I want to 
practice some more of my brown 
belt positions. By the way, what 
is your last name? Love, Wa-Wa, 
Warrie, Rennie, Wally. 
To the girls in 77 Wood: 
'Vahevala, Certs, and· a good 
night's sleep make for a great 
party. see you soon .. We love you. 
Bob, Dave, and Wa'-Wa. 
Minty .... Happy ,2ist birthday, you 
hardum! Don't drink too much. 
Hi! to all the girls in. the Hunt 
House. Charlie 
Warning: There ~s a .wild girl 
loose on campus' who is 
spreading .cankers. All men 
should beware and take extra 
caution, especuilly on Saturday 
nights, for this seems to be the 
'time when she is 'the most 
alluring. I am sPeaking from my 
own experience. Tuck.' , 
Karen: Wa-Wa says you were 
fantastic. What are you doing 
af.ter SIX? . 
'Thanks to Carolyn, Terry, Ande" 
Erin, Mary D., Carol, Ginny, 
Mary G., Renie, Mary 0'1)., and a. 
very special· thanks to Joannie, . 
Chris, and Jack for making my 
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rerry B.- Happy Birthday. you 
devil! 29 and never been kissed, 
huh? Hope you get it this year 
{the kiss you ninny>. We're 
rooting for you. Love, "the 
groupies." 
:>kip-the man with the golden 
voice. Keep talking, I'll keep 
listening! Here's a hint: .I'm in 
theatre, too. But don't tell 
anyone-there's a bounty on our 
neads. NEM-238 
J33-H there is.· one person I'm 
~rateful for, it's Fred Flintstone. 
Please let's make more days and 
nights like Friday's. ,Thanks. 
Love, the girl with portable 
~orners. 
S: P: -BelctH' 'Burp !Burrrp! Is 
this sudden split in personality a , 
'development that is here to stay-
even making faces at, cakes is 
unbecoming. Tab! Tah!S. S. & G. 
H.· . 
Paul DiMasio-You are the iove of 
my life--I worship you and adore 
you from afar-wNow, I can wait no 
longer. I must have you! Please 
don't keep torturing me like tbfs. 
Are you interested? H so ,meet 
me outside the music lounge 
Mon., Feb. 2, at 10 am.. I can't 
wait! from Hot Pants 
To the two bears at the hOCkey 
game Wed. night~-there are 
positions open for Teddy Bears, 
apply af Scott Hall! The Rats .. 
special ed • 
Scholarship .information: 
The. South Norfolk County 
Association for. Retarded 
. Children, inc., a~ards three 
scholarships annually to en-
oooragestudents ,to ,pursue a 
c~t: ~!'Jtl.tra:ining and educating 
specIal needs cbildren. 
Thanks. to the' person who found, . The following criteria must be 
my I. D.; C. Norton. " met in order to be considered: , 
1. . Major in Special Education. 
Tricia- Hear you plaY'li,loverin . 2. ,Junior or Senior. in , college, 
Etc. That's going to take a lot of Sept., 1976.· , 
acting. TheStar~ :3 .. '. oefinite need or r~l 
Sampson. 
'Dearest: .L.ui'ch,. have you. seen 
any newspapers lately? . The 
headlines read . '''REVENGE.'' 
Your day will come, keep a sharp 
eye out. See Y01J soon. Love, two. 
blind rats. 
assistanCe. , . , 
4. SatiafactQryacademic' record~ 
. 5., Personal letterCs)of recom-
,mendation reflecting special 
education qualities. -- . 
------------ ' 20th .the best ever! I'll never 
All qualified, students: are 
encOuraged. to : apply for con.; 
sideration on or before Friday, 
March ~, 1976. 
Debbie: He likes you. Believe' . " ~lease con~ct Ms. Barbara for sale 
Golden Retriever Puppies: AKC-' 
adora ble--excellen t hun-' 
ting/field/or family pets. Ready 
to go mid-February. Only five 
left. Call 545-5270. Toni. 
·Stereo components: Sansui, 
Pioneer, Nikko, 'Dual, Phillips, 
Sic, KLH, JBL, OHM, and many 
more, Jim Kelly, ,Comment 
office, 697-8983. 
free concert 
Come hear a free concert by 
soloist Johnny Hall, who sang the 
lead role in the 0 
premiere performance of "I Love 
America" written by John W. Peterso~, He will sing on 
Saturday, Feb. 13, at 7:00 pm. at 
the Trinity Baptist Church, 1367 
Main St., Brockton. . All are in-
vited. 
lost' & found 
LOst or Stolen! Woman's beige 
wallet, at the Rathskellar. 
Contains many sentimental items 
which are only good to me. If you 
need the money that bad, keep it,. 
but PLEASE return the rest of the 
wallet and contents to the Student 
Union Director~s office.' No 
, questions· asked! Thank you, 
Mary McCue Wood Dorm. 
personals 
LML~-Please come back to earth. 
'It's just not the same without you. 
~around. Don't think I'm trying to 
push you, I'm just asking. It used 
to be kind of nice. I'd like to have, 
it that way again. I care-Love, B. 
B. 
,To Bozo--StiIl friends? Love, the 
Professor. 
ClassUiad Id Farm 
Circle headi~: Wanted 
For Sale . LQst & FOUl!d 




Ad to read as followe: 
. 
Cla3stfieds are free for all students, faculty. staff and 
and admJnlstratlon of BSe 
For all others, rales are JJ5¢ pet wOi'd. l N,,,u. . -_. ----,~---, Phont>. ." 
. I'\«~dr~~i:, _,~_. -~-. ---~--, ___ .. _'fUt.1! ElIel""",' ~'--
"'k " 
- .. 
us we know., "Friends" ('1) . Stem, .Chalrma.n, SNARC 
, ) Scholarship. Commlttee, Oldham 
forget itL Love, Wendy. 
Steve H.-Thanks for asking. me to' Karen-I really look up to 'you: Elementary School,l65 Prospect· 
dance at the, RAT Saturday Street, Norwood, Mass., 02062 for 
night!!? The girl in the corn, er! . that's because you're taller than further inf8ltnation and· ap-
me. #23's brother. .. 
__________ ,--_ . ·pli.caHonS. . 
'Linda in 215, Great Hill-Cheer 
up! . Nobody's souriimportant that 
they don'~ get't~eir name printed 
in the paper once' in a while.·· 
Love, a fimofthe. gorilla. 
Who knows what ~vil lurks in th~ 
. heansofmen? The Star knows! 
Heh-heh-heh. Yes; people, the 
sta~ has offici~lly returntld .•. 
1--------..; 
. '. Quarter Pounder: 
.; SpeclilJal' GoodOnlyattheMcDonald'sl!,hsted below, 




Broad Street, Route 18 
Campus Shopping Center. 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
(PlUS tax. WIth 1111$ coupon. I 
I' OFFER GOOD ONLY: JANUARY 29 THROUGH FEBRUARY 4, '1~7e. nald's • Wedoitallfor~T.M,1 
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MAA WRA NEWS 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
C(}ED VOLLEYBALL Monday February 2. ' 
7: 30 Turkeys and Gals vs. MIXUPS 
Connelley's Killers vs. Dodd's Odds 
8: 30 Spikers VS. Hoga~s Her?s 
letson's vs. NoNo Noans 
Volleyball pIa yolEs will start the week of Feb. 9 I, 
so look for notices 
MEN~SBASKETBALL Tuesday Febru~ry3 
. ' 7:30 Alpha Wild Pigs vs. The Clinic 
Crusader8 vs. Kap~ Cro'Ys 
8: 30' "Suresvs TheO'S 
Perverted Pistonsvs. llappyHookers. 
9:30 RoadRoadrunners v.s. Team on the 'Run 
Bohemians vs. Cupcakes 
N~xt game is Feb 11 
UPCOMING EVENTS . 
Ski trip to Camp Agawam MaIne Feb 6-8 




by K:l:.:'·: .• Tewksbury first place in the 1 meter, diving 
competitio~, The girls have. been 
The BSC Women's Swim practicing hard with a great 
, ' .. ',' .' ha' a '-. ec'Jd ,)'1. .1-1. . concern for the extremely tough Team now s·..·, . d Th 
competition that lies ahea . . ... ey 
The tea..-n split their Ia.!.Ii: two, are competing against such ~eets by losing their home ~eet.· strong 'tea~s as University., 
. to Boston College,yet then Connecticut . o~ TueJday 
coming back strong ,to be the 'night.Jan~· 2'1,a,t UC~N ... , N.T.he . 
victors for the meet at MIT .At h 
' the MITcoIi~tts(}me of the girls' , pressure. will again be. on ,e~c 
. and every swimmer. as the girls pulling first places in swim'mmg, . face Sotithern·C~nn. 'another 
. eventS were 'Sharlene, Raduazo- hard team to ~wim ~gainst. The 
400 yd. individual medley;Sandy' duel will lie this coming 
Kapp 100 y«l. butterny.~O yd. , Saturday.~anuary31.at2 PM in 
butterfly;Kathy Ostapower 50 "the BSC ~I.So come Saturday" 
yd. backstroke;Kris Lattimer afternoon and .cheer 00" your' , 
100 yd. backstroke,and Jacque te~m!! !SHQW YOUR SUP-
' LOng 50 yd. f.reestyle.Jac~ue 'PORT~ They'Ulove it!!! 
,Long also' excelled to receIve .. _ ....... _ ... ,., 
... ;::!!::~:!:~:!:::~~:~:~~:~:~:;:;:;:;::::::::::::=:~:!~:!:.:.:.: .. :.: .. ! .. !~:~:.: .. :.: .. :, 
MEN'S SWIM TEAM 
DEFEAT LOWEll 
Da"y" S ki Trip date to be announ'ced, ' TIl(~ Bridgewater S;:ate swim :i:eam style and the 500yd free style, 
'''L d ' . while co-capt. Mike Arsenault Boston Celtics Game date to De announce, bcll~ lhe Uo:.v.·of Lowell Moada:y swept ~he 5OyydJree(23.162 and 
I night ~ by the score' the 100 free(51.199). Steve Money 
Coed Swim Meet- 1hursdar Feb 26, 74-39 to gain their third.con: also turned in a fine effort in the 
secutive Victory in four starts this . 2 0 0 yd.. i n d i V i d u a 1 details in next season. The BSCmeI:IIlen were medley(2:11.484), while co-capt. 
COED INNERTUBE Tuesday February 3 . . fresh on the heels of their win .AI Johnston won his 's~oialty, 
Th F· h . 19ainst B05ton College last week the 200yd. freestyle '(1:53.871). \VATERPOLO 9: 00 Cambell's Kids VS'., e IS it Chestnut Hill. The Bears won ten of the 
' , .. ' b k b' II d th·' F · d . Steve Money ,a second. year ~hirteenevents, allowing Lowell . Rosters for women's as et a teams are ue' IS r.l a~ nanfromCenterville,Mass.,led team victories m both the one an{j 
in J'ud,Y' . Da. rd's box in Kelly Gym. the SSC attack with a victory in three meter diving, which was 
----"=---.~'--..:....---------~~---------------------I . the 200 yard breaststroke, . set-won by· All-Ameri~an , Chuck 
BITS AND PIECES .:;~~;;~~2:':i Sfscey~return ~ action on 
, . 'I· ,,'N Sp' 0, RTS . JV week against the Eagles, WednOsday;February 4th. wheD 
Randolph's Jim Gardner scored they .I1ost the Teniers from Baskethall, double wins in the 1,OOOyd free-" Boston University· at 7:30pm. 
Last weeR: the NCAA held· its ,next year' the home team ad- ._ 70thannual~nd third special vantage will 'come ",'. aI 
convention in. St. Louis. The back ... Another deCision at the lpa.~;B;wleA~ ~ f4lescoriifg guard . Stu, . dent Sped '. c, ' 
main changeoutof this meeting NCAA meeting was that in by Kevin Gallagher who along with Tom Leoffl~r has, 
was the resdndingofthe player ,Division 3 spring football was TheJVbasketballteamisonly seen 'some' varslty -.ac- :.C1,,'" '~""'!."12" .. ,.'.,,' ; ... 
limit. 'Last August there was a elininated. Exactly why, to.this 'off to a £air.startbutthey should tion.Although, Mike has. a fine ~ ~
player lintitation on all. games, writer is hard to understand, ' improve as the season medium range jumper his best '., - .,' .• r·~ 
but there was a big bru-ha-ha Talking with :sSC football coach . progresSes. Coach Charlie King's asset is his ability to drive to theD~_ ~ ... ..;.I.1OP' , 
about that decision. It was in Mazzaferro the other day. he· boys have a 3 .. 5 ~cre<!ord to date. basket. -Jim Porrell is the.lll..Jll.Jll.l· . . .. , 
the best inter~st· of eve yone , stated that BSC would probably The competitiol). has... been goOd quarterba~~f the team.Jim is an '. . .. '. 
involved 'that this .rule be .only save $20 for officials for one and the players have be.en giving . 'excellent ballPandler and passer,··PJYmouttlUnion,Vt. . " 
rescinded·, It would be rather 'or two scrimmages.:. By asolid'effod in practice .seSsions.. with ,fine defensive·ability.The. '.' .•. 5 9'li'South of' , ' . 
ridiculous if a .one or two players ., eliminating spring football, ac.; ,and gaIIle competition. The ,team job Jiin didoIlRoxbury C.C. point . ~il~I)Gond()la~ p'~,Rte.l00 . 
were prevented' from playing 90 cording toCaoch; it willbe dif- 'is strong up frootwith Tom guard Eugene Jackson Sat. Jan. .~" '58"" '. . W" ".' 
certain"games ... Ac~ording to ficuIt to lookat transfers or'any Stall,Barry Mansell and Tommy '24 was superb,Mike,Brennen is a ,.' '. ;, .... , ..... 
NCAA ri~~j. the outcry of mOst other people who did not play in· Leoffler . all 's,coring.. and tough kid tbat gives 110% aUthe •... <: ..•. Alday. ,'.., · w~ day , 
. c~ehes' . .waf).tha~ twelve ad- " :the fall.. .. G~ttirtg away from': rebounding welt ~~~.1im'~ Jim' . t~me.His"-dete~e -is."· tJ:le strong . . ..'f~nd. ..' ~ 
ditiona,lPla"" ... y~rs:glVe, .the home:.,.· .. foo,· t.,ban·andjn~bo. ocing .. Didyou, Billings' seem to be-tb.e strongest 'm' t· of. 1..:' .. ' eand,v'e often . '. . _." .team,~,~~v~n~e.,Thiswas.':·see.that funny event they called·, off thebe h f' a t PO" •. I1~ ~. ry .: .tiom'the~~ldAssn. .. ' .... 
proveni,wrong;:A.recenf surVeY';",bOXig la t s· turd8 : afte' . . . bIg man ," .... ~c so sr, ue Qccnnes mtothe gaIl1e to.spark the ..... _ :"arid Save another buCk , . . 
, cond.U¢~~d·\.:~Y:,::_,t~e, .N<;AA::'~.:~~en ~r~eFo~nrn:~. ::,his' ~treme .. effOI'L~:and:.'~~)e~in'~tIi'~h~~~~~~y.Guar~ .. ~~:"" '. on~ .. ;. ~ .. STatiSti~~.~c~reyealsthat~.\".;~onLYle.' Have·to~ad.m1t:jt was '. play:~r~!!~. ". Br,ock;,a.n~ ,Jlm~. ;Fr~leSp~J.~~gthe .. ~. ~ .. ~::~.~.;, .. " >'," .. :;':'. '.'~:=: ,~".,:; .. 
1975 ~~i".t~~~'those.with tlie:"';:'~iljoyably thoufP.1jtO';Se4! 'a street· ~b~el~e~,a~0,willpe:~~I~.t()h~1p:.· .. ~nd.:~~r:~proJl)lSe •.. /,,,:,:~Juld:3.1~~ ..  , =.7,h~.!",tWa .•. ;, ~~S',.':,/l.fr::W~~t,:i~.r~'.S:,'.~::"s.f,~.E,·fm.!,',*~,r. boards.d~.·~.'.;.';:.,·:)E:Wf,~~'[~.:t.~{::.::- it{~~·~~~· :., ,~·~~<!f:'.r~~~·,~85 games. ,~.!:::.:J·h~.·ou~ook for ~e:,lJniited· States· ; Br,ebeny ~d~ se~e.~~o~.putl~:.! :thr~gh the; :course 6f-.the season. ~: .: - : ~~ y '.-;eo~n : .. '." '_ . . 
, P'; :diVlSI~'.' ~;ii~l~·. P.a.s~ fall, af~er-:':, ': .. d~s i1.~t.100k good,:'Vnle&s' ~ere,.:wben n~: With,.I1~ .. J~e.':s!t~[., thi.ij' tea~: wMlWUi. more' then ~ '.;' '. '. '.' _'~' :'. "~' . pea .... : :~ ... :. ':' : 
::., '.' .,three c~c:~tiv;~yea~~~~b .. : '~~~omesurpris~;.do'no~,~:t:.~: fr~. ~:~~~ •. ~~::tpe .~~~c~t:: J~:I~;m.:"s~·:U::YPU;;w.tCh;.them . : .... i.: ..... GQ9D,ANY1J.ME: . ::' 
.' .;over 6O~;.~q~c.~!p;~r~ps WIth .. IllP~ than six'~~~ ... :: ",:: I¥~e BOY.~l.Jl~:P,~'eJt~~·Mi~:~:~. pl~~:iOtl,·"'~d.'#~tand Why, - ·· .. ;;.:,~~Ur~~~~.~O:.;;,;:: 
... , . the ... ,~ _ngba~,:.\ .... ....... ........ , ...... ,.1!~m:~~(~"\~'~'(~~!\\}j'}":1. . .. _ 
II 1/ 
COLLEG-£ /lARD51/IP Rvt£s, 
.. ," "t1P€OMING'BS£ . SUll.EDULE·· .••. , 
.. ··:;'Sat.ia:.3fBr~ketEaii'N:6~hAdamS;8::O~M .•......... ' ........ . 
. "'Hockeyattowell' 7. PM'· 
. , .' . . '. 
Swimming(W) So.Conn.St. 2 PM 
Mon.Feh.2 Hockey at Bryant 7: 30 PM . 
We'd. Feh.4 Baskethall East.Nazarene 8 PM 
Swimming (W) at UMASS 6 PM . 
Swimming(M) 'Boston Univ. 7:30 PM 
Hockey New Iiaven 7:30 PM 
Thu. ;Feh.5 Basketball Boston State 8 PM 
Baskethall(W) at U~I 6 PM 
Bse SKATERS 1-1-1 
IN LAST 3 GAMES 
by Al Pietrantonl0 
?uring the past week,the 
Bridgewater State hockey· team 
split 3 games going 1-1-1.The 
following is a summary of all 
three games. , 
Last Wednesday night the 
Bears' triumphed over New. 
. England College by the score of 8-
4. The win. over New England 
'prfJbablywas the biggest win of 
the season for the Bears.This win 
was the first·Division 2 win of the 
season.After trailing 2-0,Chuck 
Healy and ,Don Smith tied the 
game ',at 2 each,at 15:32 and 
16:06,respectfully ,of the first 
period.But New England scored a 
power play goal with 22 seconds 
left in the period to take a 3-2 lead 
into the locker room. 
The second period was the best 
of the year for the Bears.The 
Bears exploded for 5 goals. The 
team leading scorer,Pat Galvin 
got 2 goals' while Paul Kelly, 
Chuck Healy and a new addition 
to the team John Davis each 
scored one each. New England's 
was almost non-existent in the 
period. The tight checkIng' Bears 
held N.E. ~q~just 2 shots on Jack 
}I'ole5':-- , 
The' third period featured Pat 
Galvin's second hat trick of . the 
season.At 8:31 Pat scored his 
second. power play . goal of the 
game to complete his hat trick. 
For the rest of the game, the 
Bears kept N.E. in check for their 
fifth win. of the season.Playing 
well for the Bears were . Brian 
Hanlon with 3 assistS,Don Smith 
with 1 goal,2 assists and Frank 
DiCristofaro who assisted on the 
winning go.;t1. 
". With the Bears sky high over 
their win over New England the 
team took on a powerful AJ.C. 
club. The A.I.C. teamwas not that 
powerful in the first period.The 
Bears outshot AIC 13 to 7 with the 
Jim O'Leary of the Bears scored two goals against Elmira 
Bears having many scoring op-
portunities.Gcalie Gary Newbert 
or Ale slopped Brian Hanlon and 
Pat Galvin on many scoring 
opportunities in the first period 
while Greg Kale of AIC scored the 
only goal of the period 
capitalizing on a Bears' mistake. 
In the second period AIC went 
to work and took a 4-0 lead with 3 
goals in the first 6 minutes of the 
period. The Bears didn't die a t this 
time. Brian Hanlon scored 2 goals 
and the' period ended with Ale 
leading' 4~2. 
The final period belonged to 
AIC scoring 3 goals to 
Bridgewater's one goal by Joe 
Call. The Bears could only 
manage' 5 shots on goal which 
teels the story of the period.-
Bridgewater's star of the game 
belonged to Brian Hanlon who 
'scored 2 goals ,and peppered the 
ArC- netmiiider with 7 shots. 
, On Monday the Bears came up. 
with first tie of the season.The 
game lacked excitement until the 
overtime~ period where everyone 
wasonthe edge oftheir seats. The 
scoring was done in the first and 
second periods with each .team 
getting a goal in each period.Jim 
Tim Manning setting up for,a slapshot 
.O'Leary's"bionic"stick got the 
Bridgewater's two goals while 
Jeff Taylor of Chelmsford J~m 
Flaurn scored for Elimira.At the 
end of three periods the score was 
tied at 2-2 and a 10 minute over-
time was to follow .The first team 
to score would be the winner but if 
no team scored after 10 minutes it 
would be declared a tie which is 
how the game ended. The star of 
the game was Bears' goalie Jack 
Fo~ who cjl-me' up with 9 un-
belfevabIe"saves in the overtime 
to preserve the tie.In all,Jack had 
34 saves in the game for one of his 
best showings of the season. 
'-
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
John Ang~1inl.oon Frank .Joe Jordan, 
Coach Stephen Cowell~Eric Brunelle.Roger· Tremblay ~.' . 
John Nadwoumay.centertcapta~John Mondor 
WRESTLING 
GRIZZLIES 
LOSE TO MAINE 
MARITIME 
by John Mondor 
The Bridgewater wrestling 
grizzlies fell short of beating Main.e 
Maritime January 17 in the Kelly 
gym. Thescore was 46 - 12. 
Starting behind 30 • 0, with five 
forfeits due to no lightweight 
particip:mts (Where are you?). 
,The 150 lb. freshman, Roger 
Tremblay took the aggressive and 
pinned his opponent early in the 
second period. His contribution of 
six points gave Bridgewater half 
its points. Quickly, ~orton, from 
Maine Maritime, got J9C, Jordan 
in an inescapable pinning. com~' 
bination in the 1581b class leaving 
the score 39 - 6 Then, in a grueling 
,battle captain John Mondor lost to 
· Maine Maritime's 167'pOWider in - ' 
a decision. And onceagam./with 
.freshman John Ang1!1ini's 
energetic aggressiven~ss :iUrned 
his 177 pound man.over and 
pinned ~m' late in the second 
period. Finally, the in~xperience 
of . first year' 191 pound· wrestler 
· John Nadwournay -was 
discovered by Bilbert from Maine ' 
Maritime who put John's 'back to 
the mat for a pin. The 
heavyweight class' was' Jorfieted 
with no Qne to fill the position. 
Our n. ext . home match is 
· Saturday, Feb. 7 in the large 
gym; the grizzlies will' meet the 
Holy Cross Crusaders. Hope to 
see you all there! 
DO YOU KNOW? 
by Tom Knudson 
Basketball is known as the 
CAGE sport. Why? 
Basketball got its name as th~ 
cage sport in its earlier days w~en 
a variation QLtbas.tilLdevelopmg 
spor( 'actually' was played in a 
cage at the turn of the century. 
Basketball was still at this time a 
sport struggling for ~ts share of 
publicity and profeSSIOnal teams 
springing up all . over the Ea~t 
sought to find ways to make theIr 
game more exciting and trying to 
fill the converted town halls and 
gymnasiums. One· inovation was 
the. development of the cage,a 
wire fence which surrounded the 
playing fioor,designed so the ball 
never went out of bounds-it just 
bounced off the cage and was still in play. . 
As one could imagine, the pla~ 
in such a game became rougher 
then the already bruising game in 
basketball's early ~l!rsJt was a 
popular device for the pro and 
semi-pro t~ams fAr a time but the 
rorighness'" shocked YMCA 
collegiate and high school of-
ficials who discouraged the game 
in their· levels. The cage game 
only extended until. about 1910 
when it died out in Iavor of the 
regular playing court used by 
amateur teams. 
. The cage as desribed in the 
rules of the National League of 
Professional :Basketball Teams of 
the United' Stiltes,was _ to 
be .. ."'si~ty~five feet long and 
thirty~five' ,. feet . wide. The·' wire 
screen must be no less than 11 feet 
from the.floor up and kept in good 
repair. Th~ corners of the cage 
must be round ... "; 
BEARS WANTED 
for basketball games 
if interested 








12 The Comment January 29, 1976 
Men's Basketball Women's T earn 
by Joe Silvi 
During the past weekwhen told 
that the Bridgewater State 
Basketball Team had lost two 
straight by forty points each, the 
reply was usually sarcastic, 
"Well ... at least they are con-
sistent." According to Webster's 
New World Dictionary (they're 
all new) one of the meanings of 
the word consistent is "in har-
mony, compatible." There is 
nothing nor ever will be anything 
harmonious and/or compatible 
with two forty point losses. 
Granted, both teams that the 
Bears lost to (Roger Williams, 
Westfield State) were tough 
teams but the way Bridgewater' 
played ... well, you just had to be 
there. 
Let's start first with disaster 
L.er, Game 1 last Thursday night 
(Jan. 22) against Roger Williams 
from Providence. Roger 
Williams had an impressive 10 - 3 
record going into action. The 
game started out slowly, scoring -
wise, as both teams missed easy 
shots. The first field goal for the 
Bears wasn't until Brian 'Pardo' 
Parsons hit a jump shot with 
three minutes approximately 
gone in the first half which ac-
tually put the Bears ahead, 3 - 1. 
Roger Williams finally hit their 
first field goal twenty seconds 
later to knot the score. With 
fifteen minutes remaining the 
Bears had an 8 - 6 lead but their 
shooting was colder than the 
weather outside. Bridgewater 
had opened the game hitting 3 of 
their first 17 shots. Luckily, ,for a 
while at least, Roger Williams 
was also on the cold side. For a 
while, ... they proceeded to hit 
eight straight shots with a free 
throw tossed in to take a 23 - 12 
lead over the Bears with a little 
over ten minutes remaining. BSC 
came back with five straight 
points to knock the deficit to six 
points, only to have Roger 
Williams turn around and score 
six straight points to take a 29 - 17 
with less than eight· remaining. 
But(if you have 'a weak heart, 
skip to the fifth paragraph) things 
were just beginning to get bad. 
Two free throws by Pardo Par-
sons made it 29 - 19 Roger 
Williams. The visitors then had a 
string of five points to extend 
their lead to fifteen. A basket by 
Tom Leoffler made-it 34 - 21. Then 
the onslaught by Roger Williams 
of fourteen unanswered points to 
make the score an embarrassing 
48 - 21 at the half. The Bears had 
only five points in the last nine 
minutes of the half ... ( excuse me 
while I take two Aspirin.) , 
In the second half, the Bears 
stayed pretty much with Roger 
Williams; perhaps because the 
visitors already had some 
reserves playing. As a matter of 
fact with twelve minutes 
remaining in' the half, the Bears 
trailed by the same 27 points they 
did at the half '(58 - 31.) The 
remaining part of the game for 
the fans was mostly whether they 
should go to the Rat or beat the 
traffic and go directly to the Riv. 
The Bears ended the game hitting 
3 of 17 shots. Didn't they start the 
game tha t way? Pleaze, don't say 
they are consist-ent. The Bears 
shot 25% for the game. The final? 
well, it was 90 - 50. 
Last Saturday night, the Bears 
were ripped by Westfield State by 
the score of 79 - 39. The Bears had' 
one lead at 4 - 2. The previous 
Saturday night, the Bears 
travelled to Westfield an~ lost by 
only six points. How c~1d the 
Bears lose by forty the next time? 
That was easy, they shot 23%. 
Early in the first half the Bears 




7 NIGHTS & 
8 DAYS: 
fielf trailing only 18 - 14 with ten 
minutes gone. The Bears then 
proceeded to miss 12 straight 
shots and were shut out on the 
scoreboard for well over five 
minutes until Doug Daniels had a 
three point play with five minutes 
remaining. For the 
remainingtime of the half the 
Bears were outscored 10 -4 to 
make the score at halftime 35 - 21. 
In the second half, Westfield. 
defense stiffened or the Bears 
shooting got colder (which was 
almost impossible.) With 13 and a 
half minutes left in the half the 
Bears trailed only (only?) 43 - 30. 
But BSC went on their non·-
scoring tears hitting 1 of their last 
16 and were out scored 36 - 9 to end 
up at the very disturbing part of a 
79 - 39 score. 
Hooray. This article was 
starting to get depressing. Last 
Tuesday night, Bridgewater, 
showing some extra hustle they 
had hardly exhibited in the 
previous two games, defeated a 
stubborn Fitchburg State team 73 
- 64. With Doug Daniels out with a 
knee injury, a 3 - guard offense 
was initiated with Mark O'Connor 
as the third guard. With Fit-
chburg hitting their first three 
shots, the visitors took 6 - 2 lead 
with a couple of minutes gone. 
But Ihen Bridgewater took over. 
Led by Mark O'Connor (hitting 
four of his first four) the Bears. 
outscored Fitchburg 17 -1 to grab 
a 19 - 7 lead. Fitchburg during 
this period missed fifteen shots in 
a row. (no comment.) Then the 
two teams exchanged baskets and 
with eight minutes left in the half 
the Bears led 25 - 12. It would turn 
out that the lead would be the 
biggest Bridgewater would have 
during the game. Fitchburg got 
back in the scoring column and 
wittled away at the lead intil it 
win in 8-Ball 
The BS~:: women's baSketball team 
opened their 1976 campaign with a 
-77-58 victory over the University 
of Connecticut. 
Host team UConn scored the 
settled at 35" - 29 n:riidgewater at 
the half. 
In the second, Fitchburg came 
out with six straight unanswered 
points to tie the score. 
Bridgewater then regained the 
lead with two quick buckets and 
for the most of the next ten 
minutes averaged about a four 
point lead, despite Fitchburg 
State .tying it once again. With, 
two minites remaining the Bears 
held on to a slim 61 - 60. From 
then on the game was definitely 
decided at the foul lines. The 
Bears hit their last ten free 
throws while Fitchburg hit only 
two of their last The 
final score 73 - 64 Bears made 
their record 5 - 7. 
AROUND THE RIM 
Bridgewater will play at 
Framingham tonight (Jan. 29) 
and Saturday will play home 
against a tough North Adams .. .In 
the game against Westfield 
nobody was in double figures for 
the Bears ... Pardo Parsons with 19 
and Mark O'Connor with 17 were 
the big guns in the victory over 
Fitchburg State ... The Bears shot 
more respectabley at 40% versus 
Fitchburg... John Grazewski 
played a most inspired game 
Tuesday night after being out of 
action for a couple of 
games ... Doug Daniels missed 
Tuesday's game with a knee 
injUl~y 
first basket ()~ the game, but that 
2-0 lead was the last time they 
led all game. The Bears were up 
43-28 at halftime. mainly on the 
strength of a 1-3-1 :';>1'8:33 
and some strong Inside 
shooting .. 
Bridgewater won the battle of 
the boards 55-43. Joan Howard 
led the way with 11, followed by 
Judy Blinstrub and Sue Walas 
with 8 each. 
Offensively BSC clicked on 33% 
of their shots. Joan Howard 
netted 22 and Bardy Stevens 12. 
The Junior Varsity. also 
debuted successfully. The' JVs 
ran up the highest point total in 
recent BSC JV history, "slip-· 
ping by" Quincy Community 
College 102--12. The entire squad 
saw a lot of action, and the of-
fense was spread evenly among 
all the players. 
TIP-INS: FroshMary Swiatek 
blocked 5 shots in her first varsity 
appearance. . . 5'6" senior Bar-
bara (Bardy) Stevens from 
Southbridge captains the Bears 
for the second consecutive year .. 
. And for the third year in a row 
Carol Ennis, a junior Physical 
Education major, is te~m 
manager. . . Senior Gina Silva 
drew raves from the crowd as she 
wer.\ the entire game with ,one 
Adidas arid one· Nike sneaker 
(and left a pair just like them in 
her locker back at BSC)-watch 
,for this upcoming trend in 
athletic footwear ... 
Price based on quad occupancy plus 1 0 ~tax and services 




March 12 - 21 
At the Luxurious Holiday Inn directly on the beaCY 
Round Trip by Luxury Coach Michaud Bus . 
~ SERVICES OF 
RESIDENT TOUR 
. DIRECTOR 
Baggage Handling At Hotel 
Full Breakfast Every Morning. 
Pool Party Free Beer & Barbecue / 
---" SUNSET TOURS: 71 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE. MELROSE, MASS. 
... t-\p..\. ~ Sea 
\,\\0 oS ~ 
o 10\l"~ ... ~. 
WALT DISNEY '~@ 
PHONE: 662-9492 
NAME •• ______________' SCHOOL ' 
ADDRESS ---- ----- . ------------------- -------------_ ---.----____ ~__________________________ PHONE 
ROOMATES 1 2 ---- ------------
__________________. . 3 
DEPOSITE ENCLOSED ----------wE'Ek-o;:----------------- ---
$50.00 DEPOSIT NEEDED TO-H()lO-RESER-V'Ai-ioN.-OEPOSiT-is"NON REFUi:ioASLt'NO'N"'TR'A-NSFERABLE.-
